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RSpec Core 2.11
rspec-core provides the structure for RSpec code examples:
describe Account do
it "has a balance of zero when first opened" do
# example code goes here - for more on the
# code inside the examples, see rspec-expectations
# and rspec-mocks
end
end

Issues
This documentation is open source (https://github.com/rspec/rspec-core/tree/master/features) , and a work in
progress. If you find it incomplete or confusing, please submit an issue (http://github.com/rspec/rspec-core/issues) ,
or, better yet, a pull request (http://github.com/rspec/rspec-core) .
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Upgrade
The Changelog (changelog) has a complete list of everything that changed, but here are more detailed
explanations for those items that warrant them.

Rspec-core-2.7.0.rc1
what's new
rspec command with no arguments
Now you can just type
rspec

to run all the specs in the spec directory. If you keep your specs in a different directory, you can override the
default with the --default_path argument in a config file:
# in .rspec
--default_path specs

rspec command supports multiple line numbers
Use either of the following to run the examples declared on lines 37 and 42 of a_spec.rb:
rspec path/to/a_spec.rb --line_number 37 --line_number 42
rspec path/to/a_spec.rb:37:42

what's changed
skip_bundler and gemfile rake task options are deprecated and have no effect.
RSpec's rake task invokes the rspec command in a subshell. If you invoke bundle exec rake or include
Bundler.setup in your Rakefile, then Bundler will be activated in the subshell as well.
Previously, the rake task managed this for you based on the presence of a Gemfile. In 2.7.0.rc1, this is done
based on the presence of the BUNDLE_GEMFILE environment variable, which is set in the parent shell by
Bundler.
In 2.7.0.rc2 (not yet released), the rake task doesn't do anything at all. Turns out Bundler just does the right
thing, so rspec doesn't need to do anything.

Rspec-core-2.6
new APIs for sharing content

new APIs for sharing content
Use shared_context together with include_context to share before/after hooks, let declarations, and
method definitions across example groups.
Use shared_examples together with include_examples to share examples across different contexts.
All of the old APIs are still supported, but these 4 are easy to remember, and serve most use cases.
See shared_context and shared_examples under "Example Groups" for more information.

treat_symbols_as_metadata_keys_with_true_values
Yes it's a long name, but it's a great feature, and it's going to be the default behavior in rspec-3. This lets
you add metadata to a group or example like this:
describe "something", :awesome do
...

And then you can run that group (or example) using the tags feature:
rspec spec --tag awesome

We're making this an opt-in for rspec-2.6 because describe "string", :symbol is a perfectly legal
construct in pre-2.6 releases and we want to maintain compatibility in minor releases as much as is possible.

Rspec-core-2.3
config.expect_with
Use this to configure RSpec to use rspec/expectations (default), stdlib assertions (Test::Unit with Ruby 1.8,
MiniTest with Ruby 1.9), or both:
RSpec.configure do |config|
config.expect_with :rspec

# => rspec/expectations

config.expect_with :stdlib

# => Test::Unit or MinitTest

config.expect_with :rspec, :stdlib # => both
end

Rspec-core-2.1
Command line
--tags
Now you can tag groups and examples using metadata and access those tags from the command line. So if
you have a group with :foo => true:
describe "something", :foo => true do
it "does something" do
# ...
end
end

end

... now you can run just that group like this:
rspec spec --tags foo

--fail-fast
Add this flag to the command line to tell rspec to clean up and exit after the first failure:
rspec spec --fail-fast

Metata/filtering
:if and :unless keys
Use :if and :unless keys to conditionally run examples with simple boolean expressions:
describe "something" do
it "does something", :if => RUBY_VERSION == 1.8.6 do
# ...
end
it "does something", :unless => RUBY_VERSION == 1.8.6 do
# ...
end
end

Conditionally 'pending' examples
Make examples pending based on a condition. This is most useful when you have an example that runs in
multiple contexts and fails in one of those due to a bug in a third-party dependency that you expect to be
fixed in the future.
describe "something" do
it "does something that doesn't yet work right on JRuby" do
pending("waiting for the JRuby team to fix issue XYZ", :if => RUBY_PLATFORM == 'java') do
# the content of your spec
end
end
end

This example would run normally on all ruby interpretters except JRuby. On JRuby, it uses the block form of
pending, which causes the example to still be run and will remain pending as long as it fails. In the future, if
you upgraded your JRuby installation to a newer release that allows the example to pass, RSpec will report it
as a failure (Expected pending '...' to fail. No Error was raised.), so that know that you can
remove the call to pending.

New features in rspec-core-2.0
Runner
The new runner for rspec-2 comes from Micronaut.

The new runner for rspec-2 comes from Micronaut.
Metadata!
In rspec-2, every example and example group comes with metadata information like the file and line number
on which it was declared, the arguments passed to describe and it, etc. This metadata can be appended
to through a hash argument passed to describe or it, allowing us to pre and post-process each example in
a variety of ways.
Filtering
The most obvious use is for filtering the run. For example:
# in spec/spec_helper.rb
RSpec.configure do |c|
c.filter_run :focus => true
end
# in any spec file
describe "something" do
it "does something", :focus => true do
# ....
end
end

When you run the rspec command, rspec will run only the examples that have :focus => true in the hash.
You can also add run_all_when_everything_filtered to the config:
RSpec.configure do |c|
c.filter_run :focus => true
c.run_all_when_everything_filtered = true
end

Now if there are no examples tagged with :focus => true, all examples will be run. This makes it really
easy to focus on one example for a while, but then go back to running all of the examples by removing that
argument from it. Works with describe too, in which case it runs all of the examples in that group.
The configuration will accept a lambda, which provides a lot of flexibility in filtering examples. Say, for
example, you have a spec for functionality that behaves slightly differently in Ruby 1.8 and Ruby 1.9. We
have that in rspec-core, and here's how we're getting the right stuff to run under the right version:
# in spec/spec_helper.rb
RSpec.configure do |c|
c.exclusion_filter = { :ruby => lambda {|version|
!(RUBY_VERSION.to_s =~ /^#{version.to_s}/)
}}
end
# in any spec file
describe "something" do
it "does something", :ruby => 1.8 do
# ....
end
it "does something", :ruby => 1.9 do
# ....

end
end

In this case, we're using exclusion_filter instead of filter_run or filter, which indicate inclusion filters.
So each of those examples is excluded if we're not running the version of Ruby they work with.
Shared example groups
Shared example groups are now run in a nested group within the including group (they used to be run in
the same group). Nested groups inherit before, after, around, and let hooks, as well as any methods that
are defined in the parent group.
This new approach provides better encapsulation, better output, and an opportunity to add contextual
information to the shared group via a block passed to it_should_behave_like.
See features/example_groups/shared_example_group.feature (http://github.com/rspec/rspeccore/blob/master/features/example_groups/shared_example_group.feature) for more information.
NOTICE: The including example groups no longer have access to any of the methods, hooks, or state defined
inside a shared group. This will break rspec-1 specs that were using shared example groups to extend the
behavior of including groups.

Upgrading from rspec-1.x
rspec command
The command to run specs is now rspec instead of spec.
rspec ./spec

Co-habitation of rspec-1 and rspec-2
Early beta versions of RSpec-2 included a spec command, which conflicted with the RSpec-1 spec command
because RSpec-1's was installed by the rspec gem, while RSpec-2's is installed by the rspec-core gem.
If you installed one of these early versions, the safest bet is to uninstall rspec-1 and rspec-core-2, and then
reinstall both. After you do this, you will be able to run rspec-2 like this:
rspec ./spec

... and rspec-1 like this:
spec _1.3.1_ ./spec

Rubygems inspects the first argument to any gem executable to see if it's formatted like a version number
surrounded by underscores. If so, it uses that version (e.g. 1.3.1). If not, it uses the most recent version
(e.g. 2.0.0).
rake task
A few things changed in the Rake task used to run specs:
1. The file in which it is defined changed from spec/rake/spectask to rspec/core/rake_task
2. The spec_opts accessor has been deprecated in favor of rspec_opts. Also, the rspec command no longer
supports the --options command line option so the options must be embedded directly in the Rakefile,
or stored in the .rspec files mentioned above.
3. In RSpec-1, the rake task would read in rcov options from an rcov.opts file. This is ignored by RSpec-2.

3. In RSpec-1, the rake task would read in rcov options from an rcov.opts file. This is ignored by RSpec-2.
RCov options are now set directly on the Rake task:
RSpec::Core::RakeTask.new(:rcov) do |t|
t.rcov_opts =

%q[--exclude "spec"]

end

4. The spec_files accessor has been replaced by pattern.
# rspec-1
require 'spec/rake/spectask'
Spec::Rake::SpecTask.new do |t|
t.spec_opts = ['--options', "\"spec/spec.opts\""]
t.spec_files = FileList['spec/**/*.rb']
end
# rspec-2
require 'rspec/core/rake_task'
RSpec::Core::RakeTask.new do |t|
t.rspec_opts = ["-c", "-f progress", "-r ./spec/spec_helper.rb"]
t.pattern = 'spec/**/*_spec.rb'
end

autotest
autospec is dead. Long live autotest.
RSpec is the new Spec
The root namespace (top level module) is now RSpec instead of Spec, and the root directory under lib within
all of the rspec gems is rspec instead of spec.
Configuration
Typically in spec/spec_helper.rb, configuration is now done like this:
RSpec.configure do |c|
# ....
end

.rspec
Command line options can be persisted in a .rspec file in a project. You can also store a .rspec file in your
home directory (~/.rspec) with global options. Precedence is:
command line
./.rspec
~/.rspec

context is no longer a top-level method
We removed context from the main object because it was creating conflicts with IRB and some users who
had Context domain objects. describe is still there, so if you want to use context at the top level, just alias
it:

alias :context :describe

Of course, you can still use context to declare a nested group:
describe "something" do
context "in some context" do
it "does something" do
# ...
end
end
end

$KCODE no longer set implicitly to 'u'
In RSpec-1, the runner set $KCODE to 'u', which impacts, among other things, the behaviour of Regular
Expressions when applied to non-ascii characters. This is no longer the case in RSpec-2.
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Autotest
RSpec ships with a specialized subclass of Autotest. To use it, just add a .rspec file to your project's root
directory, and run the autotest command as normal:
$ autotest

Bundler
The autotest command generates a shell command that runs your specs. If you are using Bundler, and you
want the shell command to include bundle exec, require the Autotest bundler plugin in a .autotest file in
the project's root directory or your home directory:
# in .autotest
require "autotest/bundler"

Upgrading from previous versions of rspec
Previous versions of RSpec used a different mechanism for telling autotest to invoke RSpec's Autotest
extension: it generated an autotest/discover.rb file in the project's root directory. This is no longer
necessary with the new approach of RSpec looking for a .rspec file, so feel free to delete the
autotest/discover.rb file in the project root if you have one.

Gotchas
Invalid Option: --tty
The --tty option was added in rspec-core-2.2.1 (changelog) , and is used internally by RSpec. If you see an
error citing it as an invalid option, you'll probably see there are two or more versions of rspec-core in the
backtrace: one < 2.2.1 and one >= 2.2.1.
This usually happens because you have a newer rspec-core installed, and an older rspec-core specified in a
Bundler Gemfile. If this is the case, you can:
1. specify the newer version in the Gemfile (recommended)
2. prefix the autotest command with bundle exec
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Basic structure (describe/it)
RSpec is a DSL for creating executable examples of how code is expected to behave, organized in groups. It
uses the words "describe" and "it" so we can express concepts like a conversation:
"Describe an account when it is first opened."
"It has a balance of zero."

The describe method creates an example group. Within the block passed to describe you can declare
nested groups using the describe or context methods, or you can declare examples using the it or
specify methods.
Under the hood, an example group is a class in which the block passed to describe or context is evaluated.
The blocks passed to it are evaluated in the context of an instance of that class.

Scenarios
one group, one example
Given
a file named "sample_spec.rb" with:
describe "something" do
it "does something" do
end
end

When
I run rspec sample_spec.rb -fn
Then
the output should contain:
something
does something

nested example groups (using context)
Given
a file named "nested_example_groups_spec.rb" with:
describe "something" do
context "in one context" do
it "does one thing" do

it "does one thing" do
end
end
context "in another context" do
it "does another thing" do
end
end
end

When
I run rspec nested_example_groups_spec.rb -fdoc
Then
the output should contain:
something
in one context
does one thing
in another context
does another thing
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Shared examples
Shared examples let you describe behaviour of types or modules. When declared, a shared group's content
is stored. It is only realized in the context of another example group, which provides any context the shared
group needs to run.
A shared group is included in another group using any of:
include_examples "name"

# include the examples in the current context

it_behaves_like "name"

# include the examples in a nested context

it_should_behave_like "name" # include the examples in a nested context

WARNING: Files containing shared groups must be loaded before the files that use them. While there are
conventions to handle this, RSpec does not do anything special (like autoload). Doing so would require a
strict naming convention for files that would break existing suites.
CONVENTIONS:
1. The simplest approach is to require files with shared examples explicitly from the files that use them.
Keep in mind that RSpec adds the spec directory to the LOAD_PATH, so you can say require
'shared_examples_for_widgets' to require a file at #
{PROJECT_ROOT}/spec/shared_examples_for_widgets.rb.
2. Put files containing shared examples in spec/support/ and require files in that directory from
spec/spec_helper.rb:
Dir["./spec/support/**/*.rb"].each {|f| require f}

This is included in the generated spec/spec_helper.rb file in rspec-rails
3. When all of the groups that include the shared group, just declare the shared group in the same file.

Scenarios
1.
2.
3.
4.

shared examples group included in two groups in one file
Providing context to a shared group using a block
Passing parameters to a shared example group
Aliasing "it_should_behave_like" to "it_has_behavior"

shared examples group included in two groups in one file
Given
a file named "collection_spec.rb" with:
require "set"
shared_examples "a collection" do
let(:collection) { described_class.new([7, 2, 4]) }

let(:collection) { described_class.new([7, 2, 4]) }
context "initialized with 3 items" do
it "says it has three items" do
collection.size.should eq(3)
end
end
describe "#include?" do
context "with an an item that is in the collection" do
it "returns true" do
collection.include?(7).should be_true
end
end
context "with an an item that is not in the collection" do
it "returns false" do
collection.include?(9).should be_false
end
end
end
end
describe Array do
it_behaves_like "a collection"
end
describe Set do
it_behaves_like "a collection"
end

When
I run rspec collection_spec.rb --format documentation
Then
the examples should all pass
And
the output should contain:
Array
behaves like a collection
initialized with 3 items
says it has three items
#include?
with an an item that is in the collection
returns true
with an an item that is not in the collection
returns false
Set
behaves like a collection
initialized with 3 items
says it has three items
#include?
with an an item that is in the collection

with an an item that is in the collection
returns true
with an an item that is not in the collection
returns false

Providing context to a shared group using a block
Given
a file named "shared_example_group_spec.rb" with:
require "set"
shared_examples "a collection object" do
describe "<<" do
it "adds objects to the end of the collection" do
collection << 1
collection << 2
collection.to_a.should eq([1,2])
end
end
end
describe Array do
it_behaves_like "a collection object" do
let(:collection) { Array.new }
end
end
describe Set do
it_behaves_like "a collection object" do
let(:collection) { Set.new }
end
end

When
I run rspec shared_example_group_spec.rb --format documentation
Then
the examples should all pass
And
the output should contain:
Array
behaves like a collection object
<<
adds objects to the end of the collection
Set
behaves like a collection object
<<
adds objects to the end of the collection

Passing parameters to a shared example group
Given
a file named "shared_example_group_params_spec.rb" with:
shared_examples "a measurable object" do |measurement, measurement_methods|
measurement_methods.each do |measurement_method|
it "should return #{measurement} from ##{measurement_method}" do
subject.send(measurement_method).should == measurement
end
end
end
describe Array, "with 3 items" do
subject { [1, 2, 3] }
it_should_behave_like "a measurable object", 3, [:size, :length]
end
describe String, "of 6 characters" do
subject { "FooBar" }
it_should_behave_like "a measurable object", 6, [:size, :length]
end

When
I run rspec shared_example_group_params_spec.rb --format documentation
Then
the examples should all pass
And
the output should contain:
Array with 3 items
it should behave like a measurable object
should return 3 from #size
should return 3 from #length
String of 6 characters
it should behave like a measurable object
should return 6 from #size
should return 6 from #length

Aliasing "it_should_behave_like" to "it_has_behavior"
Given
a file named "shared_example_group_spec.rb" with:
RSpec.configure do |c|
c.alias_it_should_behave_like_to :it_has_behavior, 'has behavior:'
end
shared_examples 'sortability' do
it 'responds to <=>' do
sortable.should respond_to(:<=>)

sortable.should respond_to(:<=>)
end
end
describe String do
it_has_behavior 'sortability' do
let(:sortable) { 'sample string' }
end
end

When
I run rspec shared_example_group_spec.rb --format documentation
Then
the examples should all pass
And
the output should contain:
String
has behavior: sortability
responds to <=>
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Shared context
Use shared_context to define a block that will be evaluated in the context of example groups either
explicitly, using include_context, or implicitly by matching metadata.

Background
Given
a file named "shared_stuff.rb" with:
shared_context "shared stuff", :a => :b do
before { @some_var = :some_value }
def shared_method
"it works"
end
let(:shared_let) { {'arbitrary' => 'object'} }
subject do
'this is the subject'
end
end

Scenarios
declare shared context and include it with include_context
Given
a file named "shared_context_example.rb" with:
require "./shared_stuff.rb"
describe "group that includes a shared context using 'include_context'" do
include_context "shared stuff"
it "has access to methods defined in shared context" do
shared_method.should eq("it works")
end
it "has access to methods defined with let in shared context" do
shared_let['arbitrary'].should eq('object')
end
it "runs the before hooks defined in the shared context" do
@some_var.should be(:some_value)
end

end
it "accesses the subject defined in the shared context" do
subject.should eq('this is the subject')
end
end

When
I run rspec shared_context_example.rb
Then
the examples should all pass

declare shared context and include it with metadata
Given
a file named "shared_context_example.rb" with:
require "./shared_stuff.rb"
describe "group that includes a shared context using metadata", :a => :b do
it "has access to methods defined in shared context" do
shared_method.should eq("it works")
end
it "has access to methods defined with let in shared context" do
shared_let['arbitrary'].should eq('object')
end
it "runs the before hooks defined in the shared context" do
@some_var.should be(:some_value)
end
it "accesses the subject defined in the shared context" do
subject.should eq('this is the subject')
end
end

When
I run rspec shared_context_example.rb
Then
the examples should all pass
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Command line
The rspec command comes with several options you can use to customize RSpec's behavior, including
output formats, filtering examples, etc.
For a full list of options, run the rspec command with the --help flag:
$ rspec --help

Run with ruby
Generally, life is simpler if you just use the rspec command. If you must use the ruby command, however,
you'll want to do the following:
require 'rspec/autorun'
This tells RSpec to run your examples. Do this in any file that you are passing to the ruby command.
Update the LOAD_PATH
It is conventional to put configuration in and require assorted support files from spec/spec_helper.rb. It is
also conventional to require that file from the spec files using require 'spec_helper'. This works because
RSpec implicitly adds the spec directory to the LOAD_PATH. It also adds lib, so your implementation files will
be on the LOAD_PATH as well.
If you're using the ruby command, you'll need to do this yourself:
ruby -Ilib -Ispec path/to/spec.rb

Topics
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

--example option
--format option
--line_number option
--tag option
line number appended to file path
exit status
rake task
--init option
--order (new in rspec-core-2.8)
pattern option
run with ruby command
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--example option
Use the --example (or -e) option to filter examples by name.
The argument is compiled to a Ruby Regexp, and matched against the full description of the example, which
is the concatenation of descriptions of the group (including any nested groups) and the example.
This allows you to run a single uniquely named example, all examples with similar names, all the examples
in a uniquely named group, etc, etc.
You can also use the option more than once to specify multiple example matches.

Background
Given
a file named "first_spec.rb" with:
describe "first group" do
it "first example in first group" do; end
it "second example in first group" do; end
end

And
a file named "second_spec.rb" with:
describe "second group" do
it "first example in second group" do; end
it "second example in second group" do; end
end

And
a file named "third_spec.rb" with:
describe "third group" do
it "first example in third group" do; end
context "nested group" do
it "first example in nested group" do; end
it "second example in nested group" do; end
end
end

And
a file named "fourth_spec.rb" with:
describe Array do
describe "#length" do
it "is the number of items" do

it "is the number of items" do
Array.new([1,2,3]).length.should eq 3
end
end
end

Scenarios
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

no matches
match on one word
one match in each context
one match in one file using just the example name
one match in one file using the example name and the group name
one match in one file using regexp
all examples in one group
one match in one file with group name
all examples in one group including examples in nested groups
Object#method
Multiple applications of example name option

no matches
When
I run rspec . --example nothing_like_this
Then
the examples should all pass

match on one word
When
I run rspec . --example example
Then
the examples should all pass

one match in each context
When
I run rspec . --example 'first example'
Then
the examples should all pass

one match in one file using just the example name
When
I run rspec . --example 'first example in first group'
Then
the examples should all pass

one match in one file using the example name and the group name

one match in one file using the example name and the group name
When
I run rspec . --example 'first group first example in first group'
Then
the examples should all pass

one match in one file using regexp
When
I run rspec . --example 'first .* first example'
Then
the examples should all pass

all examples in one group
When
I run rspec . --example 'first group'
Then
the examples should all pass

one match in one file with group name
When
I run rspec . --example 'second group first example'
Then
the examples should all pass

all examples in one group including examples in nested groups
When
I run rspec . --example 'third group'
Then
the examples should all pass

Object#method
When
I run rspec . --example 'Array#length'
Then
the examples should all pass

Multiple applications of example name option
When
I run rspec . --example 'first group' --example 'second group' --format d
Then
the examples should all pass

And
the output should contain all of these:
first example in first group
second example in first group
first example in second group
second example in second group

And
the output should not contain any of these:
first example in third group
nested group first example in nested group
nested group second example in nested group
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--format option
Use the --format option to tell RSpec how to format the output.
RSpec ships with a few formatters built in. By default, it uses the progress formatter, which generates output
like this:
....F.....*.....

A '.' represents a passing example, 'F' is failing, and '*' is pending.
To see the documentation strings passed to each describe(), context(), and it() method, use the
documentation formatter:
$ rspec spec --format documentation

You can also specify an output target (STDOUT by default) by appending a filename to the argument:
$ rspec spec --format documentation:rspec.output.txt
rspec --help lists available formatters:
[p]rogress (default - dots)
[d]ocumentation (group and example names)
[h]tml
[t]extmate
custom formatter class name

Background
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
describe "something" do
it "does something that passes" do
5.should eq(5)
end
it "does something that fails" do
5.should eq(4)
end
it "does something that is pending", :pending => true do
5.should be > 3
end
end

Scenarios
1.
2.
3.
4.

progress bar format (default)
documentation format
documentation format saved to a file
multiple formats

progress bar format (default)
When
I run rspec --format progress example_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain ".F*"

documentation format
When
I run rspec example_spec.rb --format documentation
Then
the output should contain:
something
does something that passes
does something that fails (FAILED - 1)
does something that is pending (PENDING: No reason given)

documentation format saved to a file
When
I run rspec example_spec.rb --format documentation --out rspec.txt
Then
the file "rspec.txt" should contain:
something
does something that passes
does something that fails (FAILED - 1)
does something that is pending (PENDING: No reason given)

multiple formats
When
I run rspec example_spec.rb --format progress --format documentation --out rspec.txt
Then
the output should contain ".F*"
And
the file "rspec.txt" should contain:

something
does something that passes
does something that fails (FAILED - 1)
does something that is pending (PENDING: No reason given)
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--line_number option
To run a examples or groups by line numbers, one can use the --line_number option:
rspec path/to/example_spec.rb --line_number 37

This option can be specified multiple times.

Scenarios
standard examples
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
require "rspec/expectations"
describe 9 do
it "should be > 8" do
9.should be > 8
end
it "should be < 10" do
9.should be < 10
end
it "should be 3 squared" do
9.should be 3*3
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb --line_number 5 --format doc
Then
the examples should all pass
And
the output should contain "should be > 8"
But
the output should not contain "should be < 10"
And
the output should not contain "should be 3*3"

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb --line_number 5 --line_number 9 --format doc
Then
the examples should all pass
And
the output should contain "should be > 8"
And
the output should contain "should be < 10"
But
the output should not contain "should be 3*3"

one liner
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
require "rspec/expectations"
describe 9 do
it { should be > 8 }
it { should be < 10 }
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb --line_number 5 --format doc
Then
the examples should all pass
Then
the output should contain "should be > 8"
But
the output should not contain "should be < 10"
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--tag option
Use the --tag (or -t) option to filter the examples by tags.
The tag can be a simple name or a name:value pair. In the first case, examples with :name => true will be
filtered. In the second case, examples with :name => value will be filtered, where value is always a string. In
both cases, name is converted to a symbol.
Tags can also be used to exclude examples by adding a ~ before the tag. For example ~tag will exclude all
examples marked with :tag => true and ~tag:value will exclude all examples marked with :tag => value.
To be compatible with the Cucumber syntax, tags can optionally start with an @ symbol, which will be
ignored.

Background
Given
a file named "tagged_spec.rb" with:
describe "group with tagged specs" do
it "example I'm working now", :focus => true do; end
it "special example with string", :type => 'special' do; end
it "special example with symbol", :type => :special do; end
it "slow example", :skip => true do; end
it "ordinary example", :speed => 'slow' do; end
it "untagged example" do; end
end

Scenarios
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

filter examples with non-existent tag
filter examples with a simple tag
filter examples with a simple tag and @
filter examples with a name:value tag
filter examples with a name:value tag and @
exclude examples with a simple tag
exclude examples with a simple tag and @
exclude examples with a name:value tag
exclude examples with a name:value tag and @
filter examples with a simple tag, exclude examples with another tag

filter examples with non-existent tag
When
I run rspec . --tag mytag
And

And
the examples should all pass

filter examples with a simple tag
When
I run rspec . --tag focus
Then
the output should contain "include {:focus=>true}"
And
the examples should all pass

filter examples with a simple tag and @
When
I run rspec . --tag @focus
Then
the output should contain "include {:focus=>true}"
Then
the examples should all pass

filter examples with a name:value tag
When
I run rspec . --tag type:special
Then
the output should contain:
include {:type=>"special"}

And
the output should contain "2 examples"
And
the examples should all pass

filter examples with a name:value tag and @
When
I run rspec . --tag @type:special
Then
the output should contain:
include {:type=>"special"}

And
the examples should all pass

exclude examples with a simple tag

exclude examples with a simple tag
When
I run rspec . --tag ~skip
Then
the output should contain "exclude {:skip=>true}"
Then
the examples should all pass

exclude examples with a simple tag and @
When
I run rspec . --tag ~@skip
Then
the output should contain "exclude {:skip=>true}"
Then
the examples should all pass

exclude examples with a name:value tag
When
I run rspec . --tag ~speed:slow
Then
the output should contain:
exclude {:speed=>"slow"}

Then
the examples should all pass

exclude examples with a name:value tag and @
When
I run rspec . --tag ~@speed:slow
Then
the output should contain:
exclude {:speed=>"slow"}

Then
the examples should all pass

filter examples with a simple tag, exclude examples with another tag
When
I run rspec . --tag focus --tag ~skip
Then
the output should contain "include {:focus=>true}"
And

And
the output should contain "exclude {:skip=>true}"
And
the examples should all pass
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Line number appended to file path
To run one or more examples or groups, you can append the line number to the path, e.g.
rspec path/to/example_spec.rb:37

Background
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
describe "outer group" do
it "first example in outer group" do
end
it "second example in outer group" do
end
describe "nested group" do
it "example in nested group" do
end
end
end

And
a file named "example2_spec.rb" with:
describe "yet another group" do
it "first example in second file" do
end
it "second example in second file" do
end
end

Scenarios
1. nested groups - outer group on declaration line

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

nested groups - outer group on declaration line
nested groups - outer group inside block before example
nested groups - inner group on declaration line
nested groups - inner group inside block before example
two examples - first example on declaration line
two examples - first example inside block
two examples - first example on end
two examples - first example after end but before next example
two examples - second example on declaration line
two examples - second example inside block
two examples - second example on end
specified multiple times for different files
specified multiple times for the same file with multiple arguments
specified multiple times for the same file with a single argument

nested groups - outer group on declaration line
When
I run rspec example_spec.rb:1 --format doc
Then
the examples should all pass
And
the output should contain "second example in outer group"
And
the output should contain "first example in outer group"
And
the output should contain "example in nested group"

nested groups - outer group inside block before example
When
I run rspec example_spec.rb:2 --format doc
Then
the examples should all pass
And
the output should contain "second example in outer group"
And
the output should contain "first example in outer group"
And
the output should contain "example in nested group"

nested groups - inner group on declaration line
When
I run rspec example_spec.rb:11 --format doc
Then
the examples should all pass
And
the output should contain "example in nested group"
And

And
the output should not contain "second example in outer group"
And
the output should not contain "first example in outer group"

nested groups - inner group inside block before example
When
I run rspec example_spec.rb:12 --format doc
Then
the examples should all pass
And
the output should contain "example in nested group"
And
the output should not contain "second example in outer group"
And
the output should not contain "first example in outer group"

two examples - first example on declaration line
When
I run rspec example_spec.rb:3 --format doc
Then
the examples should all pass
And
the output should contain "first example in outer group"
But
the output should not contain "second example in outer group"
And
the output should not contain "example in nested group"

two examples - first example inside block
When
I run rspec example_spec.rb:4 --format doc
Then
the examples should all pass
And
the output should contain "first example in outer group"
But
the output should not contain "second example in outer group"
And
the output should not contain "example in nested group"

two examples - first example on end
When
I run rspec example_spec.rb:5 --format doc

I run rspec example_spec.rb:5 --format doc
Then
the examples should all pass
And
the output should contain "first example in outer group"
But
the output should not contain "second example in outer group"
And
the output should not contain "example in nested group"

two examples - first example after end but before next example
When
I run rspec example_spec.rb:6 --format doc
Then
the examples should all pass
And
the output should contain "first example in outer group"
But
the output should not contain "second example in outer group"
And
the output should not contain "example in nested group"

two examples - second example on declaration line
When
I run rspec example_spec.rb:7 --format doc
Then
the examples should all pass
And
the output should contain "second example in outer group"
But
the output should not contain "first example in outer group"
And
the output should not contain "example in nested group"

two examples - second example inside block
When
I run rspec example_spec.rb:7 --format doc
Then
the examples should all pass
And
the output should contain "second example in outer group"
But
the output should not contain "first example in outer group"
And
the output should not contain "example in nested group"

the output should not contain "example in nested group"

two examples - second example on end
When
I run rspec example_spec.rb:7 --format doc
Then
the examples should all pass
And
the output should contain "second example in outer group"
But
the output should not contain "first example in outer group"
And
the output should not contain "example in nested group"

specified multiple times for different files
When
I run rspec example_spec.rb:7 example2_spec.rb:4 --format doc
Then
the examples should all pass
And
the output should contain "second example in outer group"
And
the output should contain "second example in second file"
But
the output should not contain "first example in outer group"
And
the output should not contain "nested group"
And
the output should not contain "first example in second file"

specified multiple times for the same file with multiple arguments
When
I run rspec example_spec.rb:7 example_spec.rb:11 --format doc
Then
the examples should all pass
And
the output should contain "second example in outer group"
And
the output should contain "nested group"
But
the output should not contain "first example in outer group"
And
the output should not contain "second file"

specified multiple times for the same file with a single argument
When
I run rspec example_spec.rb:7:11 --format doc
Then
the examples should all pass
And
the output should contain "second example in outer group"
And
the output should contain "nested group"
But
the output should not contain "first example in outer group"
And
the output should not contain "second file"
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Exit status
The rspec command exits with an exit status of 0 if all examples pass, and 1 if any examples fail. The failure
exit code can be overridden using the --failure-exit-code option.

Scenarios
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

exit
exit
exit
exit
exit
exit

with
with
with
with
with
with

0 when all examples pass
1 when one example fails
1 when a nested examples fails
0 when no examples are run
2 when one example fails and --failure-exit-code is 2
rspec's exit code when an at_exit hook is added upstream

exit with 0 when all examples pass
Given
a file named "ok_spec.rb" with:
describe "ok" do
it "passes" do
end
end

When
I run rspec ok_spec.rb
Then
the exit status should be 0
And
the examples should all pass

exit with 1 when one example fails
Given
a file named "ko_spec.rb" with:
describe "KO" do
it "fails" do
raise "KO"
end
end

When
I run rspec ko_spec.rb

I run rspec ko_spec.rb
Then
the exit status should be 1
And
the output should contain "1 example, 1 failure"

exit with 1 when a nested examples fails
Given
a file named "nested_ko_spec.rb" with:
describe "KO" do
describe "nested" do
it "fails" do
raise "KO"
end
end
end

When
I run rspec nested_ko_spec.rb
Then
the exit status should be 1
And
the output should contain "1 example, 1 failure"

exit with 0 when no examples are run
Given
a file named "a_no_examples_spec.rb" with:

When
I run rspec a_no_examples_spec.rb
Then
the exit status should be 0
And
the output should contain "0 examples"

exit with 2 when one example fails and --failure-exit-code is 2
Given
a file named "ko_spec.rb" with:
describe "KO" do
it "fails" do
raise "KO"
end
end

When
I run rspec --failure-exit-code 2 ko_spec.rb
Then
the exit status should be 2
And
the output should contain "1 example, 1 failure"

exit with rspec's exit code when an at_exit hook is added upstream
Given
a file named "exit_at_spec.rb" with:
require 'rspec/autorun'
describe "exit 0 at_exit" do
it "does not interfere with rspec's exit code" do
at_exit { exit 0 }
fail
end
end

When
I run rspec exit_at_spec.rb
Then
the exit status should be 1
And
the output should contain "1 example, 1 failure"
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Rake task
RSpec ships with a rake task with a number of useful options

Scenarios
1. default options with passing spec (prints command and exit status is 0)
2. default options with failing spec (exit status is 1)
3. fail_on_error = false with failing spec (exit status is 0)

default options with passing spec (prints command and exit status is 0)
Given
a file named "Rakefile" with:
require 'rspec/core/rake_task'
RSpec::Core::RakeTask.new(:spec)
task :default => :spec

And
a file named "spec/thing_spec.rb" with:
describe "something" do
it "does something" do
# pass
end
end

When
I run rake
Then
the output should contain "ruby -S rspec"
Then
the exit status should be 0

default options with failing spec (exit status is 1)
Given
a file named "Rakefile" with:
require 'rspec/core/rake_task'

RSpec::Core::RakeTask.new(:spec)
task :default => :spec

And
a file named "spec/thing_spec.rb" with:
describe "something" do
it "does something" do
fail
end
end

When
I run rake
Then
the exit status should be 1

fail_on_error = false with failing spec (exit status is 0)
Given
a file named "Rakefile" with:
require 'rspec/core/rake_task'
RSpec::Core::RakeTask.new(:spec) do |t|
t.fail_on_error = false
end
task :default => :spec

And
a file named "spec/thing_spec.rb" with:
describe "something" do
it "does something" do
fail
end
end

When
I run rake
Then
the exit status should be 0
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--init option
Use the --init option on the command line to generate conventional files for an rspec project.

Scenarios
generate .rspec
When
I run rspec --init
Then
the following files should exist:
.rspec

And
the output should contain "create .rspec"

.rspec file already exists
Given
a file named ".rspec" with:
--color

When
I run rspec --init
Then
the output should contain "exist .rspec"
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--order (new in rspec-core-2.8)
Use the --order option to tell RSpec how to order the files, groups, and examples. Options are default and
rand:
Default is:
files are ordered based on the underlying file system's order (typically case-sensitive alpha on *nix OS's
and case-insenstive alpha in Windows)
groups/examples are loaded in the order in which they are declared
Use rand to randomize the order of files, groups within files, and examples within groups.*
Nested groups are always run from top-level to bottom-level in order to avoid executing before(:all)
and after(:all) hooks more than once, but the order of groups at each level is randomized.
You can also specify a seed
Examples
--order default
--order rand
--order rand:123
--seed 123 # same as --order rand:123

The default option is only necessary when you have --order rand stored in a config file (e.g. .rspec) and
you want to override it from the command line.

Scenarios
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Pattern option
By default, RSpec loads files matching the pattern:
"spec/**/*_spec.rb"

Use the --pattern option to declare a different pattern.

Scenarios
default pattern
Given
a file named "spec/example_spec.rb" with:
describe "addition" do
it "adds things" do
(1 + 2).should eq(3)
end
end

When
I run rspec
Then
the output should contain "1 example, 0 failures"

override the default pattern on the command line
Given
a file named "spec/example.spec" with:
describe "addition" do
it "adds things" do
(1 + 2).should eq(3)
end
end

When
I run rspec --pattern "spec/**/*.spec"
Then
the output should contain "1 example, 0 failures"
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Run with ruby command
You can use the ruby command to run specs. You just need to require rspec/autorun.
Generally speaking, you're better off using the rspec command, which requires rspec/autorun for you, but
some tools only work with the ruby command.

Scenarios
Scenario
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
require 'rspec/autorun'
describe 1 do
it "is < 2" do
1.should be < 2
end
end

When
I run ruby example_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "1 example, 0 failures"
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Pending examples
RSpec offers four ways to indicate that an example is disabled pending some action.

Scenarios
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

pending implementation
pending any arbitary reason, with no block
pending any arbitary reason, with a block that fails
pending any arbitary reason, with a block that passes
temporarily pending by prefixing `it`, `specify`, or `example` with an x
example with no docstring and pending method using documentation formatter
pending with no docstring using documentation formatter
conditionally pending examples

pending implementation
Given
a file named "example_without_block_spec.rb" with:
describe "an example" do
it "is a pending example"
end

When
I run rspec example_without_block_spec.rb
Then
the exit status should be 0
And
the output should contain "1 example, 0 failures, 1 pending"
And
the output should contain "Not yet implemented"
And
the output should contain "example_without_block_spec.rb:2"

pending any arbitary reason, with no block
Given
a file named "pending_without_block_spec.rb" with:
describe "an example" do
it "is implemented but waiting" do
pending("something else getting finished")

this_should_not_get_executed
end
end

When
I run rspec pending_without_block_spec.rb
Then
the exit status should be 0
And
the output should contain "1 example, 0 failures, 1 pending"
And
the output should contain:
Pending:
an example is implemented but waiting
# something else getting finished
# ./pending_without_block_spec.rb:2

pending any arbitary reason, with a block that fails
Given
a file named "pending_with_failing_block_spec.rb" with:
describe "an example" do
it "is implemented but waiting" do
pending("something else getting finished") do
raise "this is the failure"
end
end
end

When
I run rspec pending_with_failing_block_spec.rb
Then
the exit status should be 0
And
the output should contain "1 example, 0 failures, 1 pending"
And
the output should contain:
Pending:
an example is implemented but waiting
# something else getting finished
# ./pending_with_failing_block_spec.rb:2

pending any arbitary reason, with a block that passes
Given
a file named "pending_with_passing_block_spec.rb" with:

a file named "pending_with_passing_block_spec.rb" with:
describe "an example" do
it "is implemented but waiting" do
pending("something else getting finished") do
true.should be(true)
end
end
end

When
I run rspec pending_with_passing_block_spec.rb
Then
the exit status should not be 0
And
the output should contain "1 example, 1 failure"
And
the output should contain "FIXED"
And
the output should contain "Expected pending 'something else getting finished' to fail. No Error was raised."
And
the output should contain "pending_with_passing_block_spec.rb:3"

temporarily pending by prefixing `it`, `specify`, or `example` with an x
Given
a file named "temporarily_pending_spec.rb" with:
describe "an example" do
xit "is pending using xit" do
end
xspecify "is pending using xspecify" do
end
xexample "is pending using xexample" do
end
end

When
I run rspec temporarily_pending_spec.rb
Then
the exit status should be 0
And
the output should contain "3 examples, 0 failures, 3 pending"
And
the output should contain:
Pending:
an example is pending using xit

# Temporarily disabled with xit
# ./temporarily_pending_spec.rb:2
an example is pending using xspecify
# Temporarily disabled with xspecify
# ./temporarily_pending_spec.rb:5
an example is pending using xexample
# Temporarily disabled with xexample
# ./temporarily_pending_spec.rb:8

example with no docstring and pending method using documentation formatter
Given
a file named "pending_with_no_docstring_spec.rb" with:
describe "an example" do
it "checks something" do
(3+4).should eq(7)
end
specify do
pending
end
end

When
I run rspec pending_with_no_docstring_spec.rb --format documentation
Then
the exit status should be 0
And
the output should contain "2 examples, 0 failures, 1 pending"
And
the output should contain:
an example
checks something
example at ./pending_with_no_docstring_spec.rb:5 (PENDING: No reason given)

pending with no docstring using documentation formatter
Given
a file named "pending_with_no_docstring_spec.rb" with:
describe "an example" do
it "checks something" do
(3+4).should eq(7)
end
pending do
"string".reverse.should eq("gnirts")
end
end

When
I run rspec pending_with_no_docstring_spec.rb --format documentation
Then
the exit status should be 0
And
the output should contain "2 examples, 0 failures, 1 pending"
And
the output should contain:
an example
checks something
example at ./pending_with_no_docstring_spec.rb:5 (PENDING: No reason given)

conditionally pending examples
Given
a file named "conditionally_pending_spec.rb" with:
describe "a failing spec" do
def run_test; raise "failure"; end
it "is pending when pending with a true :if condition" do
pending("true :if", :if => true) { run_test }
end
it "fails when pending with a false :if condition" do
pending("false :if", :if => false) { run_test }
end
it "is pending when pending with a false :unless condition" do
pending("false :unless", :unless => false) { run_test }
end
it "fails when pending with a true :unless condition" do
pending("true :unless", :unless => true) { run_test }
end
end
describe "a passing spec" do
def run_test; true.should be(true); end
it "fails when pending with a true :if condition" do
pending("true :if", :if => true) { run_test }
end
it "passes when pending with a false :if condition" do
pending("false :if", :if => false) { run_test }
end
it "fails when pending with a false :unless condition" do
pending("false :unless", :unless => false) { run_test }

end
it "passes when pending with a true :unless condition" do
pending("true :unless", :unless => true) { run_test }
end
end

When
I run rspec ./conditionally_pending_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "8 examples, 4 failures, 2 pending"
And
the output should contain:
Pending:
a failing spec is pending when pending with a true :if condition
# true :if
# ./conditionally_pending_spec.rb:4
a failing spec is pending when pending with a false :unless condition
# false :unless
# ./conditionally_pending_spec.rb:12

And
the output should contain:
1) a failing spec fails when pending with a false :if condition
Failure/Error: def run_test; raise "failure"; end

And
the output should contain:
2) a failing spec fails when pending with a true :unless condition
Failure/Error: def run_test; raise "failure"; end

And
the output should contain:
3) a passing spec fails when pending with a true :if condition FIXED
Expected pending 'true :if' to fail. No Error was raised.

And
the output should contain:
4) a passing spec fails when pending with a false :unless condition FIXED
Expected pending 'false :unless' to fail. No Error was raised.
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Before and after hooks
Use before and after hooks to execute arbitrary code before and/or after the body of an example is run:
before(:each) # run before each example
before(:all)

# run one time only, before all of the examples in a group

after(:each) # run after each example
after(:all)

# run one time only, after all of the examples in a group

Before and after blocks are called in the following order:
before suite
before all
before each
after

each

after

all

after

suite

before and after hooks can be defined directly in the example groups they should run in, or in a global
RSpec.configure block.

Scenarios
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

define before(:each) block
define before(:all) block in example group
failure in before(:all) block
failure in after(:all) block
define before and after blocks in configuration
before/after blocks are run in order
before/after blocks defined in config are run in order
before/after all blocks are run once
nested examples have access to state set in outer before(:all)
before/after all blocks have access to state
exception in before(:each) is captured and reported as failure

define before(:each) block
Given
a file named "before_each_spec.rb" with:
require "rspec/expectations"
class Thing
def widgets

def widgets
@widgets ||= []
end
end
describe Thing do
before(:each) do
@thing = Thing.new
end
describe "initialized in before(:each)" do
it "has 0 widgets" do
@thing.should have(0).widgets
end
it "can get accept new widgets" do
@thing.widgets << Object.new
end
it "does not share state across examples" do
@thing.should have(0).widgets
end
end
end

When
I run rspec before_each_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass

define before(:all) block in example group
Given
a file named "before_all_spec.rb" with:
require "rspec/expectations"
class Thing
def widgets
@widgets ||= []
end
end
describe Thing do
before(:all) do
@thing = Thing.new
end
describe "initialized in before(:all)" do
it "has 0 widgets" do
@thing.should have(0).widgets
end
it "can get accept new widgets" do

it "can get accept new widgets" do
@thing.widgets << Object.new
end
it "shares state across examples" do
@thing.should have(1).widgets
end
end
end

When
I run rspec before_all_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass
When
I run rspec before_all_spec.rb:15
Then
the examples should all pass

failure in before(:all) block
Given
a file named "before_all_spec.rb" with:
describe "an error in before(:all)" do
before(:all) do
raise "oops"
end
it "fails this example" do
end
it "fails this example, too" do
end
after(:all) do
puts "after all ran"
end
describe "nested group" do
it "fails this third example" do
end
it "fails this fourth example" do
end
describe "yet another level deep" do
it "fails this last example" do
end
end
end
end

When
I run rspec before_all_spec.rb --format documentation
Then
the output should contain "5 examples, 5 failures"
And
the output should contain:
an error in before(:all)
fails this example (FAILED - 1)
fails this example, too (FAILED - 2)
nested group
fails this third example (FAILED - 3)
fails this fourth example (FAILED - 4)
yet another level deep
fails this last example (FAILED - 5)
after all ran

When
I run rspec before_all_spec.rb:9 --format documentation
Then
the output should contain "1 example, 1 failure"
And
the output should contain:
an error in before(:all)
fails this example, too (FAILED - 1)

failure in after(:all) block
Given
a file named "after_all_spec.rb" with:
describe "an error in after(:all)" do
after(:all) do
raise StandardError.new("Boom!")
end
it "passes this example" do
end
it "passes this example, too" do
end
end

When
I run rspec after_all_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass
And
the output should contain:

the output should contain:
An error occurred in an after(:all) hook.
StandardError: Boom!

define before and after blocks in configuration
Given
a file named "befores_in_configuration_spec.rb" with:
require "rspec/expectations"
RSpec.configure do |config|
config.before(:each) do
@before_each = "before each"
end
config.before(:all) do
@before_all = "before all"
end
end
describe "stuff in before blocks" do
describe "with :all" do
it "should be available in the example" do
@before_all.should eq("before all")
end
end
describe "with :each" do
it "should be available in the example" do
@before_each.should eq("before each")
end
end
end

When
I run rspec befores_in_configuration_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass

before/after blocks are run in order
Given
a file named "ensure_block_order_spec.rb" with:
require "rspec/expectations"
describe "before and after callbacks" do
before(:all) do
puts "before all"
end
before(:each) do

before(:each) do
puts "before each"
end
after(:each) do
puts "after each"
end
after(:all) do
puts "after all"
end
it "gets run in order" do
end
end

When
I run rspec --format progress ensure_block_order_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain:
before all
before each
after each
.after all

before/after blocks defined in config are run in order
Given
a file named "configuration_spec.rb" with:
require "rspec/expectations"
RSpec.configure do |config|
config.before(:suite) do
puts "before suite"
end
config.before(:all) do
puts "before all"
end
config.before(:each) do
puts "before each"
end
config.after(:each) do
puts "after each"
end
config.after(:all) do
puts "after all"

puts "after all"
end
config.after(:suite) do
puts "after suite"
end
end
describe "ignore" do
example "ignore" do
end
end

When
I run rspec --format progress configuration_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain:
before suite
before all
before each
after each
.after all
after suite

before/after all blocks are run once
Given
a file named "before_and_after_all_spec.rb" with:
describe "before and after callbacks" do
before(:all) do
puts "outer before all"
end
example "in outer group" do
end
after(:all) do
puts "outer after all"
end
describe "nested group" do
before(:all) do
puts "inner before all"
end
example "in nested group" do
end
after(:all) do
puts "inner after all"
end

end
end
end

When
I run rspec --format progress before_and_after_all_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass
And
the output should contain:
outer before all
.inner before all
.inner after all
outer after all

When
I run rspec --format progress before_and_after_all_spec.rb:14
Then
the examples should all pass
And
the output should contain:
outer before all
inner before all
.inner after all
outer after all

When
I run rspec --format progress before_and_after_all_spec.rb:6
Then
the examples should all pass
And
the output should contain:
outer before all
.outer after all

nested examples have access to state set in outer before(:all)
Given
a file named "before_all_spec.rb" with:
describe "something" do
before :all do
@value = 123
end
describe "nested" do

describe "nested" do
it "access state set in before(:all)" do
@value.should eq(123)
end
describe "nested more deeply" do
it "access state set in before(:all)" do
@value.should eq(123)
end
end
end
describe "nested in parallel" do
it "access state set in before(:all)" do
@value.should eq(123)
end
end
end

When
I run rspec before_all_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass

before/after all blocks have access to state
Given
a file named "before_and_after_all_spec.rb" with:
describe "before and after callbacks" do
before(:all) do
@outer_state = "set in outer before all"
end
example "in outer group" do
@outer_state.should eq("set in outer before all")
end
describe "nested group" do
before(:all) do
@inner_state = "set in inner before all"
end
example "in nested group" do
@outer_state.should eq("set in outer before all")
@inner_state.should eq("set in inner before all")
end
after(:all) do
@inner_state.should eq("set in inner before all")
end
end
after(:all) do

after(:all) do
@outer_state.should eq("set in outer before all")
end
end

When
I run rspec before_and_after_all_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass

exception in before(:each) is captured and reported as failure
Given
a file named "error_in_before_each_spec.rb" with:
describe "error in before(:each)" do
before(:each) do
raise "this error"
end
it "is reported as failure" do
end
end

When
I run rspec error_in_before_each_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "1 example, 1 failure"
And
the output should contain "this error"
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Around hooks
Around hooks receive the example as a block argument, extended to behave like a proc. This lets you define
code that should be executed before and after the example. Of course, you can do the same thing with
before and after hooks, and it's often cleaner to do so.
Where around hooks shine is when you want to run an example in a block. For example, if your database
library offers a transaction method that receives a block, you can use an around hook as described in the
first scenario:
WARNING: around hooks do not share state with the example the way before and after hooks do. This means
that you can not share instance variables between around hooks and examples.
Also, mock frameworks are set up and torn down within the context of running the example, so you can not
interact with them directly in around hooks.

Scenarios
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

use the example as a proc within the block passed to around()
invoke the example using run()
access the example metadata
define a global around hook
before/after(:each) hooks are wrapped by the around hook
before/after(:all) hooks are NOT wrapped by the around hook
examples run by an around block are run in the configured context
implicitly pending examples are detected as Not yet implemented
explicitly pending examples are detected as pending
multiple around hooks in the same scope
around hooks in multiple scopes

use the example as a proc within the block passed to around()
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
class Database
def self.transaction
puts "open transaction"
yield
puts "close transaction"
end
end
describe "around filter" do
around(:each) do |example|
Database.transaction(&example)
end

it "gets run in order" do
puts "run the example"
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain:
open transaction
run the example
close transaction

invoke the example using run()
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
describe "around hook" do
around(:each) do |example|
puts "around each before"
example.run
puts "around each after"
end
it "gets run in order" do
puts "in the example"
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain:
around each before
in the example
around each after

access the example metadata
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
describe "something" do
around(:each) do |example|
puts example.metadata[:foo]
example.run

end
it "does something", :foo => "this should show up in the output" do
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "this should show up in the output"

define a global around hook
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
RSpec.configure do |c|
c.around(:each) do |example|
puts "around each before"
example.run
puts "around each after"
end
end
describe "around filter" do
it "gets run in order" do
puts "in the example"
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain:
around each before
in the example
around each after

before/after(:each) hooks are wrapped by the around hook
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
describe "around filter" do
around(:each) do |example|
puts "around each before"
example.run
puts "around each after"
end

before(:each) do
puts "before each"
end
after(:each) do
puts "after each"
end
it "gets run in order" do
puts "in the example"
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain:
around each before
before each
in the example
after each
around each after

before/after(:all) hooks are NOT wrapped by the around hook
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
describe "around filter" do
around(:each) do |example|
puts "around each before"
example.run
puts "around each after"
end
before(:all) do
puts "before all"
end
after(:all) do
puts "after all"
end
it "gets run in order" do
puts "in the example"
end
end

When
I run rspec --format progress example_spec.rb

Then
the output should contain:
before all
around each before
in the example
around each after
.after all

examples run by an around block are run in the configured context
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
module IncludedInConfigureBlock
def included_in_configure_block; true; end
end
Rspec.configure do |c|
c.include IncludedInConfigureBlock
end
describe "around filter" do
around(:each) do |example|
example.run
end
it "runs the example in the correct context" do
included_in_configure_block.should be_true
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "1 example, 0 failure"

implicitly pending examples are detected as Not yet implemented
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
describe "implicit pending example" do
around(:each) do |example|
example.run
end
it "should be detected as Not yet implemented"
end

When

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "1 example, 0 failures, 1 pending"
And
the output should contain:
Pending:
implicit pending example should be detected as Not yet implemented
# Not yet implemented

explicitly pending examples are detected as pending
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
describe "explicit pending example" do
around(:each) do |example|
example.run
end
it "should be detected as pending" do
pending
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "1 example, 0 failures, 1 pending"
And
the output should contain:
explicit pending example should be detected as pending
# No reason given

multiple around hooks in the same scope
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
describe "if there are multiple around hooks in the same scope" do
around(:each) do |example|
puts "first around hook before"
example.run
puts "first around hook after"
end
around(:each) do |example|
puts "second around hook before"

puts "second around hook before"
example.run
puts "second around hook after"
end
it "they should all be run" do
puts "in the example"
1.should eq(1)
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "1 example, 0 failure"
And
the output should contain:
first around hook before
second around hook before
in the example
second around hook after
first around hook after

around hooks in multiple scopes
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
describe "if there are around hooks in an outer scope" do
around(:each) do |example|
puts "first outermost around hook before"
example.run
puts "first outermost around hook after"
end
around(:each) do |example|
puts "second outermost around hook before"
example.run
puts "second outermost around hook after"
end
describe "outer scope" do
around(:each) do |example|
puts "first outer around hook before"
example.run
puts "first outer around hook after"
end
around(:each) do |example|
puts "second outer around hook before"
example.run

puts "second outer around hook after"
end
describe "inner scope" do
around(:each) do |example|
puts "first inner around hook before"
example.run
puts "first inner around hook after"
end
around(:each) do |example|
puts "second inner around hook before"
example.run
puts "second inner around hook after"
end
it "they should all be run" do
puts "in the example"
end
end
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "1 example, 0 failure"
And
the output should contain:
first outermost around hook before
second outermost around hook before
first outer around hook before
second outer around hook before
first inner around hook before
second inner around hook before
in the example
second inner around hook after
first inner around hook after
second outer around hook after
first outer around hook after
second outermost around hook after
first outermost around hook after
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Filters
before, after, and around hooks defined in the block passed to RSpec.configure can be constrained to
specific examples and/or groups using metadata as a filter.
RSpec.configure do |c|
c.before(:each, :type => :model) do
end
end
describe "something", :type => :model do
end

You can specify metadata using only symbols if you set the
treat_symbols_as_metadata_keys_with_true_values config option to true.

Scenarios
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

filter `before(:each)` hooks using arbitrary metadata
filter `after(:each)` hooks using arbitrary metadata
filter around(:each) hooks using arbitrary metadata
filter before(:all) hooks using arbitrary metadata
filter after(:all) hooks using arbitrary metadata
Use symbols as metadata

filter `before(:each)` hooks using arbitrary metadata
Given
a file named "filter_before_each_hooks_spec.rb" with:
RSpec.configure do |config|
config.before(:each, :foo => :bar) do
invoked_hooks << :before_each_foo_bar
end
end
describe "a filtered before :each hook" do
let(:invoked_hooks) { [] }
describe "group without matching metadata" do
it "does not run the hook" do
invoked_hooks.should be_empty
end
it "runs the hook for an example with matching metadata", :foo => :bar do

invoked_hooks.should == [:before_each_foo_bar]
end
end
describe "group with matching metadata", :foo => :bar do
it "runs the hook" do
invoked_hooks.should == [:before_each_foo_bar]
end
end
end

When
I run rspec filter_before_each_hooks_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass

filter `after(:each)` hooks using arbitrary metadata
Given
a file named "filter_after_each_hooks_spec.rb" with:
RSpec.configure do |config|
config.after(:each, :foo => :bar) do
raise "boom!"
end
end
describe "a filtered after :each hook" do
describe "group without matching metadata" do
it "does not run the hook" do
# should pass
end
it "runs the hook for an example with matching metadata", :foo => :bar do
# should fail
end
end
describe "group with matching metadata", :foo => :bar do
it "runs the hook" do
# should fail
end
end
end

When
I run rspec filter_after_each_hooks_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "3 examples, 2 failures"

filter around(:each) hooks using arbitrary metadata

Given
a file named "filter_around_each_hooks_spec.rb" with:
RSpec.configure do |config|
config.around(:each, :foo => :bar) do |example|
order << :before_around_each_foo_bar
example.run
order.should == [:before_around_each_foo_bar, :example]
end
end
describe "a filtered around(:each) hook" do
let(:order) { [] }
describe "a group without matching metadata" do
it "does not run the hook" do
order.should be_empty
end
it "runs the hook for an example with matching metadata", :foo => :bar do
order.should == [:before_around_each_foo_bar]
order << :example
end
end
describe "a group with matching metadata", :foo => :bar do
it "runs the hook for an example with matching metadata", :foo => :bar do
order.should == [:before_around_each_foo_bar]
order << :example
end
end
end

When
I run rspec filter_around_each_hooks_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass

filter before(:all) hooks using arbitrary metadata
Given
a file named "filter_before_all_hooks_spec.rb" with:
RSpec.configure do |config|
config.before(:all, :foo => :bar) { @hook = :before_all_foo_bar }
end
describe "a filtered before(:all) hook" do
describe "a group without matching metadata" do
it "does not run the hook" do
@hook.should be_nil
end

describe "a nested subgroup with matching metadata", :foo => :bar do
it "runs the hook" do
@hook.should == :before_all_foo_bar
end
end
end
describe "a group with matching metadata", :foo => :bar do
it "runs the hook" do
@hook.should == :before_all_foo_bar
end
describe "a nested subgroup" do
it "runs the hook" do
@hook.should == :before_all_foo_bar
end
end
end
end

When
I run rspec filter_before_all_hooks_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass

filter after(:all) hooks using arbitrary metadata
Given
a file named "filter_after_all_hooks_spec.rb" with:
example_msgs = []
RSpec.configure do |config|
config.after(:all, :foo => :bar) do
puts "after :all"
end
end
describe "a filtered after(:all) hook" do
describe "a group without matching metadata" do
it "does not run the hook" do
puts "unfiltered"
end
end
describe "a group with matching metadata", :foo => :bar do
it "runs the hook" do
puts "filtered 1"
end
end
describe "another group without matching metadata" do
describe "a nested subgroup with matching metadata", :foo => :bar do

describe "a nested subgroup with matching metadata", :foo => :bar do
it "runs the hook" do
puts "filtered 2"
end
end
end
end

When
I run rspec --format progress filter_after_all_hooks_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass
And
the output should contain:
unfiltered
.filtered 1
.after :all
filtered 2
.after :all

Use symbols as metadata
Given
a file named "less_verbose_metadata_filter.rb" with:
RSpec.configure do |c|
c.treat_symbols_as_metadata_keys_with_true_values = true
c.before(:each, :before_each) { puts "before each" }
c.after(:each,

:after_each) { puts "after each" }

c.around(:each, :around_each) do |example|
puts "around each (before)"
example.run
puts "around each (after)"
end
c.before(:all, :before_all) { puts "before all" }
c.after(:all,

:after_all) { puts "after all" }

end
describe "group 1", :before_all, :after_all do
it("") { puts "example 1" }
it("", :before_each) { puts "example 2" }
it("", :after_each) { puts "example 3" }
it("", :around_each) { puts "example 4" }
end

When
I run rspec --format progress less_verbose_metadata_filter.rb
Then
the examples should all pass
And
the output should contain:

the output should contain:
before all
example 1
.before each
example 2
.example 3
after each
.around each (before)
example 4
around each (after)
.after all
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Implicitly defined subject
If the first argument to the outermost example group is a class, an instance of that class is exposed to each
example via the subject method.
While the examples below demonstrate how subject can be used as a user-facing concept, we recommend
that you reserve it for support of custom matchers and/or extension libraries that hide its use from
examples.

Scenarios
1. subject exposed in top level group
2. subject in a nested group
3. subject in a nested group with a different class (outermost wins)

subject exposed in top level group
Given
a file named "top_level_subject_spec.rb" with:
describe Array do
it "should be empty when first created" do
subject.should be_empty
end
end

When
I run rspec ./top_level_subject_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass

subject in a nested group
Given
a file named "nested_subject_spec.rb" with:
describe Array do
describe "when first created" do
it "should be empty" do
subject.should be_empty
end
end
end

When

When
I run rspec nested_subject_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass

subject in a nested group with a different class (outermost wins)
Given
a file named "nested_subject_spec.rb" with:
class ArrayWithOneElement < Array
def initialize(*)
super
unshift "first element"
end
end
describe Array do
describe ArrayWithOneElement do
context "referenced as subject" do
it "should be empty (because it is the Array declared at the top)" do
subject.should be_empty
end
end
context "created in the example" do
it "should not be empty" do
ArrayWithOneElement.new.should_not be_empty
end
end
end
end

When
I run rspec nested_subject_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass
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Explicit subject
Use subject in the group scope to explicitly define the value that is returned by the subject method in the
example scope.
Note that while the examples below demonstrate how subject can be used as a user-facing concept, we
recommend that you reserve it for support of custom matchers and/or extension libraries that hide its use
from examples.

Scenarios
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

subject in top level group
subject in a nested group
access subject from before block
invoke helper method from subject block
subject block is invoked at most once per example

subject in top level group
Given
a file named "top_level_subject_spec.rb" with:
describe Array, "with some elements" do
subject { [1,2,3] }
it "should have the prescribed elements" do
subject.should == [1,2,3]
end
end

When
I run rspec top_level_subject_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass

subject in a nested group
Given
a file named "nested_subject_spec.rb" with:
describe Array do
subject { [1,2,3] }
describe "with some elements" do
it "should have the prescribed elements" do
subject.should == [1,2,3]
end

end
end
end

When
I run rspec nested_subject_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass

access subject from before block
Given
a file named "top_level_subject_spec.rb" with:
describe Array, "with some elements" do
subject { [] }
before { subject.push(1,2,3) }
it "should have the prescribed elements" do
subject.should == [1,2,3]
end
end

When
I run rspec top_level_subject_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass

invoke helper method from subject block
Given
a file named "helper_subject_spec.rb" with:
describe Array do
def prepared_array; [1,2,3] end
subject { prepared_array }
describe "with some elements" do
it "should have the prescribed elements" do
subject.should == [1,2,3]
end
end
end

When
I run rspec helper_subject_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass

subject block is invoked at most once per example
Given
a file named "nil_subject_spec.rb" with:

a file named "nil_subject_spec.rb" with:
describe Array do
describe "#[]" do
context "with index out of bounds" do
before { Array.should_receive(:one_two_three).once.and_return([1,2,3]) }
subject { Array.one_two_three[42] }
it { should be_nil }
end
end
end

When
I run rspec nil_subject_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass
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Attribute of subject
WARNING: its will be extracted from rspec-core-3.0 into its own gem.
Use the its method as a short-hand to generate a nested example group with a single example that
specifies the expected value of an attribute of the subject. This can be used with an implicit or explicit
subject.
its accepts a symbol or a string, and a block representing the example.
its(:size)

{ should eq(1) }

its("length") { should eq(1) }

You can use a string with dots to specify a nested attribute (i.e. an attribute of the attribute of the subject).
its("phone_numbers.size") { should eq(2) }

When the subject is a hash, you can pass in an array with a single key to access the value at that key in the
hash.
its([:key]) { should eq(value) }

Scenarios
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

specify
specify
specify
specify
specify

value
value
value
value
value

of an attribute
of a nested attribute
of an attribute of a hash
for key in a hash
for key in a hash-like object

specify value of an attribute
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
describe Array do
context "when first created" do
its(:size) { should eq(0) }
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb --format documentation
Then
the output should contain:

the output should contain:
Array
when first created
size
should eq 0

specify value of a nested attribute
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
class Person
attr_reader :phone_numbers
def initialize
@phone_numbers = []
end
end
describe Person do
context "with one phone number (555-1212)"do
subject do
person = Person.new
person.phone_numbers << "555-1212"
person
end
its("phone_numbers.first") { should eq("555-1212") }
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb --format documentation
Then
the output should contain:
Person
with one phone number (555-1212)
phone_numbers.first
should eq "555-1212"

specify value of an attribute of a hash
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
describe Hash do
context "with two items" do
subject do
{:one => 'one', :two => 'two'}

end
its(:size) { should eq(2) }
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass

specify value for key in a hash
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
describe Hash do
context "with keys :one and 'two'" do
subject do
{:one => 1, "two" => 2}
end
its([:one]) { should eq(1) }
its(["two"]) { should eq(2) }
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass

specify value for key in a hash-like object
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
require 'matrix'
describe Matrix do
context "with values [[1, 2], [3, 4]]" do
subject do
Matrix[[1, 2], [3, 4]]
end
its([0, 1]) { should eq(2) }
its([1, 0]) { should eq(3) }
its([1, 2]) { should be_nil }
end
end

When

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass
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Implicit receiver
When should is called in an example without an explicit receiver, it is invoked against the subject (explicit or
implicit).

Scenarios
implicit subject
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
describe Array do
describe "when first created" do
it { should be_empty }
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass

explicit subject
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
describe Array do
describe "with 3 items" do
subject { [1,2,3] }
it { should_not be_empty }
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass
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Let and let!
Use let to define a memoized helper method. The value will be cached across multiple calls in the same
example but not across examples.
Note that let is lazy-evaluated: it is not evaluated until the first time the method it defines is invoked. You
can use let! to force the method's invocation before each example.

Scenarios
use let to define memoized helper method
Given
a file named "let_spec.rb" with:
$count = 0
describe "let" do
let(:count) { $count += 1 }
it "memoizes the value" do
count.should eq(1)
count.should eq(1)
end
it "is not cached across examples" do
count.should eq(2)
end
end

When
I run rspec let_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass

use let! to define a memoized helper method that is called in a before hook
Given
a file named "let_bang_spec.rb" with:
$count = 0
describe "let!" do
invocation_order = []
let!(:count) do
invocation_order << :let!

invocation_order << :let!
$count += 1
end
it "calls the helper method in a before hook" do
invocation_order << :example
invocation_order.should == [:let!, :example]
count.should eq(1)
end
end

When
I run rspec let_bang_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass
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Arbitrary helper methods
You can define methods in any example group using Ruby's def keyword or define_method method. These
helper methods are exposed to examples in the group in which they are defined and groups nested within
that group, but not parent or sibling groups.

Scenarios
use a method defined in the same group
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
describe "an example" do
def help
:available
end
it "has access to methods defined in its group" do
help.should be(:available)
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass

use a method defined in a parent group
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
describe "an example" do
def help
:available
end
describe "in a nested group" do
it "has access to methods defined in its parent group" do
help.should be(:available)
end
end
end

end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass
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Define helper methods in a module
You can define helper methods in a module and include it in your example groups using the
config.include configuration option. config.extend can be used to extend the module onto your example
groups so that the methods in the module are available in the example groups themselves (but not in the
actual examples).
You can also include or extend the module onto only certain example groups by passing a metadata hash as
the last argument. Only groups that match the given metadata will include or extend the module.
If you set the treat_symbols_as_metadata_keys_with_true_values config option to true, you can specify
metadata using only symbols.

Background
Given
a file named "helpers.rb" with:
module Helpers
def help
:available
end
end

Scenarios
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

include a module in all example groups
extend a module in all example groups
include a module in only some example groups
extend a module in only some example groups
use symbols as metadata

include a module in all example groups
Given
a file named "include_module_spec.rb" with:
require './helpers'
RSpec.configure do |c|
c.include Helpers
end
describe "an example group" do
it "has access to the helper methods defined in the module" do
help.should be(:available)

help.should be(:available)
end
end

When
I run rspec include_module_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass

extend a module in all example groups
Given
a file named "extend_module_spec.rb" with:
require './helpers'
RSpec.configure do |c|
c.extend Helpers
end
describe "an example group" do
puts "Help is #{help}"
it "does not have access to the helper methods defined in the module" do
expect { help }.to raise_error(NameError)
end
end

When
I run rspec extend_module_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass
And
the output should contain "Help is available"

include a module in only some example groups
Given
a file named "include_module_in_some_groups_spec.rb" with:
require './helpers'
RSpec.configure do |c|
c.include Helpers, :foo => :bar
end
describe "an example group with matching metadata", :foo => :bar do
it "has access to the helper methods defined in the module" do
help.should be(:available)
end
end

describe "an example group without matching metadata" do
it "does not have access to the helper methods defined in the module" do
expect { help }.to raise_error(NameError)
end
end

When
I run rspec include_module_in_some_groups_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass

extend a module in only some example groups
Given
a file named "extend_module_in_only_some_groups_spec.rb" with:
require './helpers'
RSpec.configure do |c|
c.extend Helpers, :foo => :bar
end
describe "an example group with matching metadata", :foo => :bar do
puts "In a matching group, help is #{help}"
it "does not have access to the helper methods defined in the module" do
expect { help }.to raise_error(NameError)
end
end
describe "an example group without matching metadata" do
puts "In a non-matching group, help is #{help rescue 'not available'}"
it "does not have access to the helper methods defined in the module" do
expect { help }.to raise_error(NameError)
end
end

When
I run rspec extend_module_in_only_some_groups_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass
And
the output should contain "In a matching group, help is available"
And
the output should contain "In a non-matching group, help is not available"

use symbols as metadata
Given
a file named "symbols_as_metadata_spec.rb" with:

a file named "symbols_as_metadata_spec.rb" with:
require './helpers'
RSpec.configure do |c|
c.treat_symbols_as_metadata_keys_with_true_values = true
c.include Helpers, :include_helpers
c.extend

Helpers, :extend_helpers

end
describe "an example group with matching include metadata", :include_helpers do
puts "In a group not matching the extend filter, help is #{help rescue 'not available'}"
it "has access to the helper methods defined in the module" do
help.should be(:available)
end
end
describe "an example group with matching extend metadata", :extend_helpers do
puts "In a group matching the extend filter, help is #{help}"
it "does not have access to the helper methods defined in the module" do
expect { help }.to raise_error(NameError)
end
end

When
I run rspec symbols_as_metadata_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass
And
the output should contain "In a group not matching the extend filter, help is not available"
And
the output should contain "In a group matching the extend filter, help is available"
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Current example
You can reference the example object, and access its metadata, using the example method within an
example.

Scenarios
access the example object from within an example
Given
a file named "spec/example_spec.rb" with:
describe "an example" do
it "knows itself as example" do
example.description.should eq("knows itself as example")
end
end

When
I run rspec spec/example_spec.rb
Then
the example should pass
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Described class
If the first argument to the outermost example group is a class, the class is exposed to each example via the
described_class() method.

Scenarios
access the described class from the example
Given
a file named "spec/example_spec.rb" with:
describe Fixnum do
it "is available as described_class" do
described_class.should eq(Fixnum)
end
end

When
I run rspec spec/example_spec.rb
Then
the example should pass
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User-defined metadata
You can attach user-defined metadata to any example group or example. Pass a hash as the last argument
(before the block) to describe, context or it. RSpec supports many configuration options that apply only to
certain examples or groups based on the metadata.
Metadata defined on an example group is available (and can be overridden) by any sub-group or from any
example in that group or a sub-group.
In addition, there is a configuration option (which will be the default behavior in RSpec 3) that allows you to
specify metadata using just symbols:
RSpec.configure do |c|
c.treat_symbols_as_metadata_keys_with_true_values = true
end

Each symbol passed as an argument to describe, context or it will be a key in the metadata hash, with a
corresponding value of true.

Scenarios
1.
2.
3.
4.

define group metadata using a hash
define example metadata using a hash
override user-defined metadata
less verbose metadata

define group metadata using a hash
Given
a file named "define_group_metadata_with_hash_spec.rb" with:
describe "a group with user-defined metadata", :foo => 17 do
it 'has access to the metadata in the example' do
example.metadata[:foo].should eq(17)
end
it 'does not have access to metadata defined on sub-groups' do
example.metadata.should_not include(:bar)
end
describe 'a sub-group with user-defined metadata', :bar => 12 do
it 'has access to the sub-group metadata' do
example.metadata[:foo].should eq(17)
end
it 'also has access to metadata defined on parent groups' do
example.metadata[:bar].should eq(12)

example.metadata[:bar].should eq(12)
end
end
end

When
I run rspec define_group_metadata_with_hash_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass

define example metadata using a hash
Given
a file named "define_example_metadata_with_hash_spec.rb" with:
describe "a group with no user-defined metadata" do
it 'has an example with metadata', :foo => 17 do
example.metadata[:foo].should eq(17)
example.metadata.should_not include(:bar)
end
it 'has another example with metadata', :bar => 12, :bazz => 33 do
example.metadata[:bar].should eq(12)
example.metadata[:bazz].should eq(33)
example.metadata.should_not include(:foo)
end
end

When
I run rspec define_example_metadata_with_hash_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass

override user-defined metadata
Given
a file named "override_metadata_spec.rb" with:
describe "a group with user-defined metadata", :foo => 'bar' do
it 'can be overridden by an example', :foo => 'bazz' do
example.metadata[:foo].should == 'bazz'
end
describe "a sub-group with an override", :foo => 'goo' do
it 'can be overridden by a sub-group' do
example.metadata[:foo].should == 'goo'
end
end
end

When
I run rspec override_metadata_spec.rb

I run rspec override_metadata_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass

less verbose metadata
Given
a file named "less_verbose_metadata_spec.rb" with:
RSpec.configure do |c|
c.treat_symbols_as_metadata_keys_with_true_values = true
end
describe "a group with simple metadata", :fast, :simple, :bug => 73 do
it 'has `:fast => true` metadata' do
example.metadata[:fast].should == true
end
it 'has `:simple => true` metadata' do
example.metadata[:simple].should == true
end
it 'can still use a hash for metadata' do
example.metadata[:bug].should eq(73)
end
it 'can define simple metadata on an example', :special do
example.metadata[:special].should == true
end
end

When
I run rspec less_verbose_metadata_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass
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Inclusion filters
You can constrain which examples are run by declaring an inclusion filter. The most common use case is to
focus on a subset of examples as you're focused on a particular problem.
You can specify metadata using only symbols if you set the
treat_symbols_as_metadata_keys_with_true_values config option to true.

Background
Given
a file named "spec/spec_helper.rb" with:
RSpec.configure do |c|
c.filter_run_including :focus => true
end

Scenarios
1.
2.
3.
4.

focus on an example
focus on a group
before/after(:all) hooks in unmatched example group are not run
Use symbols as metadata

focus on an example
Given
a file named "spec/sample_spec.rb" with:
require "spec_helper"
describe "something" do
it "does one thing" do
end
it "does another thing", :focus => true do
end
end

When
I run rspec spec/sample_spec.rb --format doc
Then
the output should contain "does another thing"
And

And
the output should not contain "does one thing"

focus on a group
Given
a file named "spec/sample_spec.rb" with:
require "spec_helper"
describe "group 1", :focus => true do
it "group 1 example 1" do
end
it "group 1 example 2" do
end
end
describe "group 2" do
it "group 2 example 1" do
end
end

When
I run rspec spec/sample_spec.rb --format doc
Then
the output should contain "group 1 example 1"
And
the output should contain "group 1 example 2"
And
the output should not contain "group 2 example 1"

before/after(:all) hooks in unmatched example group are not run
Given
a file named "spec/before_after_all_inclusion_filter_spec.rb" with:
require "spec_helper"
describe "group 1", :focus => true do
before(:all) { puts "before all in focused group" }
after(:all)

{ puts "after all in focused group"

}

it "group 1 example" do
end
end
describe "group 2" do
before(:all) { puts "before all in unfocused group" }
after(:all)

{ puts "after all in unfocused group"

context "context 1" do

}

it "group 2 context 1 example 1" do
end
end
end

When
I run rspec ./spec/before_after_all_inclusion_filter_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "before all in focused group"
And
the output should contain "after all in focused group"
And
the output should not contain "before all in unfocused group"
And
the output should not contain "after all in unfocused group"

Use symbols as metadata
Given
a file named "symbols_as_metadata_spec.rb" with:
RSpec.configure do |c|
c.treat_symbols_as_metadata_keys_with_true_values = true
c.filter_run :current_example
end
describe "something" do
it "does one thing" do
end
it "does another thing", :current_example do
end
end

When
I run rspec symbols_as_metadata_spec.rb --format doc
Then
the output should contain "does another thing"
And
the output should not contain "does one thing"
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Exclusion filters
You can exclude examples from a run by declaring an exclusion filter and then tagging examples, or entire
groups, with that filter.
If you set the treat_symbols_as_metadata_keys_with_true_values config option to true, you can specify
metadata using only symbols.

Scenarios
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

exclude an example
exclude a group
exclude multiple groups
before/after(:all) hooks in excluded example group are not run
Use symbols as metadata

exclude an example
Given
a file named "spec/sample_spec.rb" with:
RSpec.configure do |c|
# declare an exclusion filter
c.filter_run_excluding :broken => true
end
describe "something" do
it "does one thing" do
end
# tag example for exclusion by adding metadata
it "does another thing", :broken => true do
end
end

When
I run rspec ./spec/sample_spec.rb --format doc
Then
the output should contain "does one thing"
And
the output should not contain "does another thing"

exclude a group
Given

Given
a file named "spec/sample_spec.rb" with:
RSpec.configure do |c|
c.filter_run_excluding :broken => true
end
describe "group 1", :broken => true do
it "group 1 example 1" do
end
it "group 1 example 2" do
end
end
describe "group 2" do
it "group 2 example 1" do
end
end

When
I run rspec ./spec/sample_spec.rb --format doc
Then
the output should contain "group 2 example 1"
And
the output should not contain "group 1 example 1"
And
the output should not contain "group 1 example 2"

exclude multiple groups
Given
a file named "spec/sample_spec.rb" with:
RSpec.configure do |c|
c.filter_run_excluding :broken => true
end
describe "group 1", :broken => true do
before(:all) do
raise "you should not see me"
end
it "group 1 example 1" do
end
it "group 1 example 2" do
end
end
describe "group 2", :broken => true do
before(:each) do
raise "you should not see me"

raise "you should not see me"
end
it "group 2 example 1" do
end
end

When
I run rspec ./spec/sample_spec.rb --format doc
Then
the output should match /All examples were filtered out/
And
the examples should all pass
And
the output should not contain "group 1"
And
the output should not contain "group 2"

before/after(:all) hooks in excluded example group are not run
Given
a file named "spec/before_after_all_exclusion_filter_spec.rb" with:
RSpec.configure do |c|
c.filter_run_excluding :broken => true
end
describe "group 1" do
before(:all) { puts "before all in included group" }
after(:all)

{ puts "after all in included group"

}

it "group 1 example" do
end
end
describe "group 2", :broken => true do
before(:all) { puts "before all in excluded group" }
after(:all)

{ puts "after all in excluded group"

}

context "context 1" do
it "group 2 context 1 example 1" do
end
end
end

When
I run rspec ./spec/before_after_all_exclusion_filter_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "before all in included group"
And
the output should contain "after all in included group"
And

And
the output should not contain "before all in excluded group"
And
the output should not contain "after all in excluded group"

Use symbols as metadata
Given
a file named "symbols_as_metadata_spec.rb" with:
RSpec.configure do |c|
c.treat_symbols_as_metadata_keys_with_true_values = true
c.filter_run_excluding :broken
end
describe "something" do
it "does one thing" do
end
# tag example for exclusion by adding metadata
it "does another thing", :broken do
end
end

When
I run rspec symbols_as_metadata_spec.rb --format doc
Then
the output should contain "does one thing"
And
the output should not contain "does another thing"
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:If and :unless
The :if and :unless metadata keys can be used to filter examples without needing to configure an
exclusion filter.

Scenarios
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

implicit :if filter
implicit :unless filter
combining implicit filter with explicit inclusion filter
combining implicit filter with explicit exclusion filter
override implicit :if and :unless exclusion filters

implicit :if filter
Given
a file named "implicit_if_filter_spec.rb" with:
describe ":if => true group", :if => true do
it(":if => true group :if => true example", :if => true) { }
it(":if => true group :if => false example", :if => false) { }
it(":if => true group no :if example") { }
end
describe ":if => false group", :if => false do
it(":if => false group :if => true example", :if => true) { }
it(":if => false group :if => false example", :if => false) { }
it(":if => false group no :if example") { }
end
describe "no :if group" do
it("no :if group :if => true example", :if => true) { }
it("no :if group :if => false example", :if => false) { }
it("no :if group no :if example") { }
end

When
I run rspec implicit_if_filter_spec.rb --format doc
Then
the output should contain all of these:
:if => true group :if => true example
:if => true group no :if example
:if => false group :if => true example

no :if group :if => true example
no :if group no :if example

And
the output should not contain any of these:
:if => true group :if => false example
:if => false group :if => false example
:if => false group no :if example
no :if group :if => false example

implicit :unless filter
Given
a file named "implicit_unless_filter_spec.rb" with:
describe ":unless => true group", :unless => true do
it(":unless => true group :unless => true example", :unless => true) { }
it(":unless => true group :unless => false example", :unless => false) { }
it(":unless => true group no :unless example") { }
end
describe ":unless => false group", :unless => false do
it(":unless => false group :unless => true example", :unless => true) { }
it(":unless => false group :unless => false example", :unless => false) { }
it(":unless => false group no :unless example") { }
end
describe "no :unless group" do
it("no :unless group :unless => true example", :unless => true) { }
it("no :unless group :unless => false example", :unless => false) { }
it("no :unless group no :unless example") { }
end

When
I run rspec implicit_unless_filter_spec.rb --format doc
Then
the output should contain all of these:
:unless => true group :unless => false example
:unless => false group :unless => false example
:unless => false group no :unless example
no :unless group :unless => false example
no :unless group no :unless example

And
the output should not contain any of these:

:unless => true group :unless => true example
:unless => true group no :unless example
:unless => false group :unless => true example
no :unless group :unless => true example

combining implicit filter with explicit inclusion filter
Given
a file named "explicit_inclusion_filter_spec.rb" with:
RSpec.configure do |c|
c.filter_run :focus => true
end
describe "group with :focus", :focus => true do
it("focused example") { }
it("focused :if => true example", :if => true) { }
it("focused :if => false example", :if => false) { }
it("focused :unless => true example", :unless => true) { }
it("focused :unless => false example", :unless => false) { }
end
describe "group without :focus" do
it("unfocused example") { }
it("unfocused :if => true example", :if => true) { }
it("unfocused :if => false example", :if => false) { }
it("unfocused :unless => true example", :unless => true) { }
it("unfocused :unless => false example", :unless => false) { }
end

When
I run rspec explicit_inclusion_filter_spec.rb --format doc
Then
the output should contain all of these:
focused example
focused :if => true example
focused :unless => false example

And
the output should not contain any of these:
focused :if => false example
focused :unless => true example
unfocused

combining implicit filter with explicit exclusion filter

combining implicit filter with explicit exclusion filter
Given
a file named "explicit_exclusion_filter_spec.rb" with:
RSpec.configure do |c|
c.filter_run_excluding :broken => true
end
describe "unbroken group" do
it("included example") { }
it("included :if => true example", :if => true) { }
it("included :if => false example", :if => false) { }
it("included :unless => true example", :unless => true) { }
it("included :unless => false example", :unless => false) { }
end
describe "broken group", :broken => true do
it("excluded example") { }
it("excluded :if => true example", :if => true) { }
it("excluded :if => false example", :if => false) { }
it("excluded :unless => true example", :unless => true) { }
it("excluded :unless => false example", :unless => false) { }
end

When
I run rspec explicit_exclusion_filter_spec.rb --format doc
Then
the output should contain all of these:
included example
included :if => true example
included :unless => false example

And
the output should not contain any of these:
included :if => false example
included :unless => true example
excluded

override implicit :if and :unless exclusion filters
Given
a file named "override_implicit_filters_spec.rb" with:
RSpec.configure do |c|
c.filter_run_excluding :if => :exclude_me, :unless => :exclude_me_for_unless
end
describe ":if filtering" do
it(":if => true example", :if => true) { }

it(":if => true example", :if => true) { }
it(":if => false example", :if => false) { }
it(":if => :exclude_me example", :if => :exclude_me) { }
end
describe ":unless filtering" do
it(":unless => true example", :unless => true) { }
it(":unless => false example", :unless => false) { }
it(":unless => :exclude_me_for_unless example", :unless => :exclude_me_for_unless) { }
end

When
I run rspec override_implicit_filters_spec.rb --format doc
Then
the output should contain all of these:
:if => true example
:if => false example
:unless => true example
:unless => false example

And
the output should not contain any of these:
:if => :exclude_me example
:unless => :exclude_me_for_unless example
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Run all when everything filtered
Use the runallwheneverythingfiltered configuration option to do just that. This works well when paired with
an inclusion filter like ":focus => true", as it will run all the examples when none match the inclusion filter.

Background
Given
a file named "spec/spec_helper.rb" with:
RSpec.configure do |c|
c.filter_run :focus => true
c.run_all_when_everything_filtered = true
end

Scenarios
no examples match filter (runs all examples)
Given
a file named "spec/sample_spec.rb" with:
require "spec_helper"
describe "group 1" do
it "group 1 example 1" do
end
it "group 1 example 2" do
end
end
describe "group 2" do
it "group 2 example 1" do
end
end

When
I run rspec spec/sample_spec.rb --format doc
Then
the output should contain "All examples were filtered out; ignoring {:focus=>true}"
And
the examples should all pass

the examples should all pass
And
the output should contain:
group 1
group 1 example 1
group 1 example 2
group 2
group 2 example 1
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Read command line configuration options from files
RSpec reads command line configuration options from files in two different locations:
Local: "./.rspec" (i.e. in the project's root directory) Global: "~/.rspec" (i.e. in the user's home directory)
Options declared in the local file override those in the global file, while those declared in RSpec.configure will
override any ".rspec" file.

Scenarios
1.
2.
3.
4.

color set in .rspec
custom options file
RSpec ignores ./.rspec when custom options file is used
using ERB in .rspec

color set in .rspec
Given
a file named ".rspec" with:
--color

And
a file named "spec/example_spec.rb" with:
describe "color_enabled" do
context "when set with RSpec.configure" do
before do
# color is disabled for non-tty output, so stub the output stream
# to say it is tty, even though we're running this with cucumber
RSpec.configuration.output_stream.stub(:tty?) { true }
end
it "is true" do
RSpec.configuration.should be_color_enabled
end
end
end

When
I run rspec ./spec/example_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass

custom options file
Given
a file named "my.options" with:
--format documentation

And
a file named "spec/example_spec.rb" with:
describe "formatter set in custom options file" do
it "sets formatter" do
RSpec.configuration.formatters.first.
should be_a(RSpec::Core::Formatters::DocumentationFormatter)
end
end

When
I run rspec spec/example_spec.rb --options my.options
Then
the examples should all pass

RSpec ignores ./.rspec when custom options file is used
Given
a file named "my.options" with:
--format documentation

And
a file named ".rspec" with:
--color

And
a file named "spec/example_spec.rb" with:
describe "custom options file" do
it "causes .rspec to be ignored" do
RSpec.configuration.color_enabled.should be_false
end
end

When
I run rspec spec/example_spec.rb --options my.options
Then
the examples should all pass

using ERB in .rspec

Given
a file named ".rspec" with:
--format <%= true ? 'documentation' : 'progress' %>

And
a file named "spec/example_spec.rb" with:
describe "formatter" do
it "is set to documentation" do
RSpec.configuration.formatters.first.should be_an(RSpec::Core::Formatters::DocumentationFormatter)
end
end

When
I run rspec ./spec/example_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass
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Fail fast
Use the fail_fast option to tell RSpec to abort the run on first failure:
RSpec.configure {|c| c.fail_fast = true}

Background
Given
a file named "spec/spec_helper.rb" with:
RSpec.configure {|c| c.fail_fast = true}

Scenarios
1. fail_fast with no failures (runs all examples)
2. fail_fast with first example failing (only runs the one example)
3. fail_fast with multiple files, second example failing (only runs the first two examples)

fail_fast with no failures (runs all examples)
Given
a file named "spec/example_spec.rb" with:
describe "something" do
it "passes" do
end
it "passes too" do
end
end

When
I run rspec spec/example_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass

fail_fast with first example failing (only runs the one example)
Given
a file named "spec/example_spec.rb" with:

require "spec_helper"
describe "something" do
it "fails" do
fail
end
it "passes" do
end
end

When
I run rspec spec/example_spec.rb -fd
Then
the output should contain "1 example, 1 failure"

fail_fast with multiple files, second example failing (only runs the first two
examples)
Given
a file named "spec/example_1_spec.rb" with:
require "spec_helper"
describe "something" do
it "passes" do
end
it "fails" do
fail
end
end
describe "something else" do
it "fails" do
fail
end
end

And
a file named "spec/example_2_spec.rb" with:
require "spec_helper"
describe "something" do
it "passes" do
end
end
describe "something else" do
it "fails" do
fail
end
end

When
I run rspec spec
Then
the output should contain "2 examples, 1 failure"
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Custom settings
Extensions like rspec-rails can add their own configuration settings.

Scenarios
1. simple setting (with defaults)
2. default to true
3. overridden in a subsequent RSpec.configure block

simple setting (with defaults)
Given
a file named "additional_setting_spec.rb" with:
RSpec.configure do |c|
c.add_setting :custom_setting
end
describe "custom setting" do
it "is nil by default" do
RSpec.configuration.custom_setting.should be_nil
end
it "acts false by default" do
RSpec.configuration.custom_setting.should be_false
end
it "is exposed as a predicate" do
RSpec.configuration.custom_setting?.should be_false
end
it "can be overridden" do
RSpec.configuration.custom_setting = true
RSpec.configuration.custom_setting.should be_true
RSpec.configuration.custom_setting?.should be_true
end
end

When
I run rspec ./additional_setting_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass

default to true
Given
a file named "additional_setting_spec.rb" with:
RSpec.configure do |c|
c.add_setting :custom_setting, :default => true
end
describe "custom setting" do
it "is true by default" do
RSpec.configuration.custom_setting.should be_true
end
it "is exposed as a predicate" do
RSpec.configuration.custom_setting?.should be_true
end
it "can be overridden" do
RSpec.configuration.custom_setting = false
RSpec.configuration.custom_setting.should be_false
RSpec.configuration.custom_setting?.should be_false
end
end

When
I run rspec ./additional_setting_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass

overridden in a subsequent RSpec.configure block
Given
a file named "additional_setting_spec.rb" with:
RSpec.configure do |c|
c.add_setting :custom_setting
end
RSpec.configure do |c|
c.custom_setting = true
end
describe "custom setting" do
it "returns the value set in the last cofigure block to get eval'd" do
RSpec.configuration.custom_setting.should be_true
end
it "is exposed as a predicate" do
RSpec.configuration.custom_setting?.should be_true
end
end

When
I run rspec ./additional_setting_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass
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Alias_example_to
Use config.alias_example_to to create new example group methods that define examples with the
configured metadata.
If you set the treat_symbols_as_metadata_keys_with_true_values config option to true, you can specify
metadata using only symbols.

Scenarios
Use alias_example_to to define focused example
Given
a file named "alias_example_to_spec.rb" with:
RSpec.configure do |c|
c.alias_example_to :fit, :focused => true
c.filter_run :focused => true
end
describe "an example group" do
it "does one thing" do
end
fit "does another thing" do
end
end

When
I run rspec alias_example_to_spec.rb --format doc
Then
the output should contain "does another thing"
And
the output should not contain "does one thing"

use symbols as metadata
Given
a file named "use_symbols_as_metadata_spec.rb" with:
RSpec.configure do |c|
c.treat_symbols_as_metadata_keys_with_true_values = true
c.alias_example_to :fit, :focused
c.filter_run :focused

end
describe "an example group" do
it "does one thing" do
end
fit "does another thing" do
end
end

When
I run rspec use_symbols_as_metadata_spec.rb --format doc
Then
the output should contain "does another thing"
And
the output should not contain "does one thing"
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Default_path
As of rspec-2.7, you can just type rspec to run all specs that live in the spec directory.
This is supported by a --default_path option, which is set to spec by default. If you prefer to keep your
specs in a different directory, or assign an individual file to --default_path, you can do so on the command
line or in a configuration file (.rspec, ~/.rspec, or a custom file).
NOTE: this option is not supported on RSpec.configuration, as it needs to be set before spec files are
loaded.

Scenarios
run `rspec` with default default_path (`spec` directory)
Given
a file named "spec/example_spec.rb" with:
describe "an example" do
it "passes" do
end
end

When
I run rspec
Then
the output should contain "1 example, 0 failures"

run `rspec` with customized default_path
Given
a file named ".rspec" with:
--default_path behavior

Given
a file named "behavior/example_spec.rb" with:
describe "an example" do
it "passes" do
end
end

When

I run rspec
Then
the output should contain "1 example, 0 failures"
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Configure expectation framework
By default, RSpec is configured to include rspec-expectations for expressing desired outcomes. You can also
configure RSpec to use:
rspec/expectations (explicitly)
stdlib assertions
test/unit assertions in ruby 1.8
minitest assertions in ruby 1.9
rspec/expecations and stlib assertions
Note that when you do not use rspec-expectations, you must explicitly provide a description to every
example. You cannot rely on the generated descriptions provided by rspec-expectations.

Scenarios
1.
2.
3.
4.

configure
configure
configure
configure

rspec-expectations (explicitly)
test/unit assertions (passing examples)
test/unit assertions (failing examples)
rspec/expecations AND test/unit assertions

configure rspec-expectations (explicitly)
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
RSpec.configure do |config|
config.expect_with :rspec
end
describe 5 do
it "is greater than 4" do
5.should be > 4
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass

configure test/unit assertions (passing examples)
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:

a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
RSpec.configure do |config|
config.expect_with :stdlib
end
describe 5 do
it "is greater than 4" do
assert 5 > 4, "expected 5 to be greater than 4"
end
specify { assert 5 < 6 }
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "2 examples, 0 failures"

configure test/unit assertions (failing examples)
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
RSpec.configure do |config|
config.expect_with :stdlib
end
describe 5 do
it "is greater than 6 (no it isn't!)" do
assert 5 > 6, "errantly expected 5 to be greater than 5"
end
specify { assert 5 > 6 }
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "2 examples, 2 failures"

configure rspec/expecations AND test/unit assertions
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
RSpec.configure do |config|
config.expect_with :rspec, :stdlib
end
describe 5 do
it "is greater than 4" do

it "is greater than 4" do
assert 5 > 4, "expected 5 to be greater than 4"
end
it "is less than 6" do
5.should be < 6
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass
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Mock with rspec
RSpec uses its own mocking framework by default, or you can configure it explicitly.

Scenarios
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

passing message expectation
failing message expecation
failing message expectation in pending block (remains pending)
passing message expectation in pending block (fails)
accessing RSpec.configuration.mock_framework.framework_name

passing message expectation
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
RSpec.configure do |config|
config.mock_framework = :rspec
end
describe "mocking with RSpec" do
it "passes when it should" do
receiver = double('receiver')
receiver.should_receive(:message)
receiver.message
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass

failing message expecation
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
RSpec.configure do |config|
config.mock_framework = :rspec
end
describe "mocking with RSpec" do

it "fails when it should" do
receiver = double('receiver')
receiver.should_receive(:message)
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "1 example, 1 failure"

failing message expectation in pending block (remains pending)
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
RSpec.configure do |config|
config.mock_framework = :rspec
end
describe "failed message expectation in a pending block" do
it "is listed as pending" do
pending do
receiver = double('receiver')
receiver.should_receive(:message)
end
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "1 example, 0 failures, 1 pending"
And
the exit status should be 0

passing message expectation in pending block (fails)
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
RSpec.configure do |config|
config.mock_framework = :rspec
end
describe "passing message expectation in a pending block" do
it "fails with FIXED" do
pending do
receiver = double('receiver')
receiver.should_receive(:message)
receiver.message

end
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "FIXED"
Then
the output should contain "1 example, 1 failure"
And
the exit status should be 1

accessing RSpec.configuration.mock_framework.framework_name
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
RSpec.configure do |config|
config.mock_framework = :rspec
end
describe "RSpec.configuration.mock_framework.framework_name" do
it "returns :rspec" do
RSpec.configuration.mock_framework.framework_name.should eq(:rspec)
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass
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Mock with flexmock
Configure RSpec to use flexmock as shown in the scenarios below.

Scenarios
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

passing message expectation
failing message expecation
failing message expectation in pending block (remains pending)
passing message expectation in pending block (fails)
accessing RSpec.configuration.mock_framework.framework_name

passing message expectation
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
RSpec.configure do |config|
config.mock_framework = :flexmock
end
describe "mocking with Flexmock" do
it "passes when it should" do
receiver = flexmock('receiver')
receiver.should_receive(:message).once
receiver.message
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass

failing message expecation
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
RSpec.configure do |config|
config.mock_framework = :flexmock
end
describe "mocking with Flexmock" do

it "fails when it should" do
receiver = flexmock('receiver')
receiver.should_receive(:message).once
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "1 example, 1 failure"

failing message expectation in pending block (remains pending)
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
RSpec.configure do |config|
config.mock_framework = :flexmock
end
describe "failed message expectation in a pending block" do
it "is listed as pending" do
pending do
receiver = flexmock('receiver')
receiver.should_receive(:message).once
end
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "1 example, 0 failures, 1 pending"
And
the exit status should be 0

passing message expectation in pending block (fails)
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
RSpec.configure do |config|
config.mock_framework = :flexmock
end
describe "passing message expectation in a pending block" do
it "fails with FIXED" do
pending do
receiver = flexmock('receiver')
receiver.should_receive(:message).once
receiver.message

end
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "FIXED"
Then
the output should contain "1 example, 1 failure"
And
the exit status should be 1

accessing RSpec.configuration.mock_framework.framework_name
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
RSpec.configure do |config|
config.mock_framework = :flexmock
end
describe "RSpec.configuration.mock_framework.framework_name" do
it "returns :flexmock" do
RSpec.configuration.mock_framework.framework_name.should eq(:flexmock)
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass
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Mock with mocha
Configure RSpec to use mocha as shown in the scenarios below.

Scenarios
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

passing message expectation
failing message expecation
failing message expectation in pending block (remains pending)
passing message expectation in pending block (fails)
accessing RSpec.configuration.mock_framework.framework_name

passing message expectation
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
RSpec.configure do |config|
config.mock_framework = :mocha
end
describe "mocking with RSpec" do
it "passes when it should" do
receiver = mock('receiver')
receiver.expects(:message).once
receiver.message
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass

failing message expecation
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
RSpec.configure do |config|
config.mock_framework = :mocha
end
describe "mocking with RSpec" do

it "fails when it should" do
receiver = mock('receiver')
receiver.expects(:message).once
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "1 example, 1 failure"

failing message expectation in pending block (remains pending)
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
RSpec.configure do |config|
config.mock_framework = :mocha
end
describe "failed message expectation in a pending block" do
it "is listed as pending" do
pending do
receiver = mock('receiver')
receiver.expects(:message).once
end
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "1 example, 0 failures, 1 pending"
And
the exit status should be 0

passing message expectation in pending block (fails)
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
RSpec.configure do |config|
config.mock_framework = :mocha
end
describe "passing message expectation in a pending block" do
it "fails with FIXED" do
pending do
receiver = mock('receiver')
receiver.expects(:message).once
receiver.message

end
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "FIXED"
Then
the output should contain "1 example, 1 failure"
And
the exit status should be 1

accessing RSpec.configuration.mock_framework.framework_name
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
RSpec.configure do |config|
config.mock_framework = :mocha
end
describe "RSpec.configuration.mock_framework.framework_name" do
it "returns :mocha" do
RSpec.configuration.mock_framework.framework_name.should eq(:mocha)
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass
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Mock with rr
Configure RSpec to use rr as shown in the scenarios below.

Scenarios
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

passing message expectation
failing message expecation
failing message expectation in pending block (remains pending)
passing message expectation in pending block (fails)
accessing RSpec.configuration.mock_framework.framework_name

passing message expectation
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
RSpec.configure do |config|
config.mock_framework = :rr
end
describe "mocking with RSpec" do
it "passes when it should" do
receiver = Object.new
mock(receiver).message
receiver.message
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass

failing message expecation
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
RSpec.configure do |config|
config.mock_framework = :rr
end
describe "mocking with RSpec" do

it "fails when it should" do
receiver = Object.new
mock(receiver).message
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "1 example, 1 failure"

failing message expectation in pending block (remains pending)
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
RSpec.configure do |config|
config.mock_framework = :rr
end
describe "failed message expectation in a pending block" do
it "is listed as pending" do
pending do
receiver = Object.new
mock(receiver).message
end
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "1 example, 0 failures, 1 pending"
And
the exit status should be 0

passing message expectation in pending block (fails)
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
RSpec.configure do |config|
config.mock_framework = :rr
end
describe "passing message expectation in a pending block" do
it "fails with FIXED" do
pending do
receiver = Object.new
mock(receiver).message
receiver.message

end
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "FIXED"
Then
the output should contain "1 example, 1 failure"
And
the exit status should be 1

accessing RSpec.configuration.mock_framework.framework_name
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
RSpec.configure do |config|
config.mock_framework = :rr
end
describe "RSpec.configuration.mock_framework.framework_name" do
it "returns :rr" do
RSpec.configuration.mock_framework.framework_name.should eq(:rr)
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass
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Mock with an alternative framework
In addition to rspec, mocha, flexmock, and RR, you can choose an alternate framework as the mocking
framework. You (or the framework authors) just needs to provide an adapter that hooks RSpec's events into
those of the framework.
A mock framework adapter must expose three methods:
setupmocksfor_rspec
called before each example is run
verifymocksfor_rspec
called after each example is run
this is where message expectation failures should result in an error with the appropriate failure
message
teardownmocksfor_rspec
called after verifymocksfor_rspec
use this to clean up resources, restore objects to earlier state, etc
guaranteed to run even if there are failures

Scenarios
Mock with alternate framework
Given
a file named "expector.rb" with:
class Expector
class << self
def expectors
@expectors ||= []
end
def clear_expectors
expectors.clear
end
def verify_expectors
expectors.each {|d| d.verify}
end
end
def initialize
self.class.expectors << self
end

def expectations
@expectations ||= []
end
def expect(message)
expectations << message.to_s
end
def verify
unless expectations.empty?
raise expectations.map {|e|
"expected #{e}, but it was never received"
}.join("\n")
end
end
private
def method_missing(name, *args, &block)
expectations.delete(name.to_s)
end
public
module RSpecAdapter
def setup_mocks_for_rspec
# no setup necessary
end
def verify_mocks_for_rspec
Expector.verify_expectors.each {|d| d.verify}
end
def teardown_mocks_for_rspec
Expector.clear_expectors
end
end
end

Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
require File.expand_path("../expector", __FILE__)
RSpec.configure do |config|
config.mock_framework = Expector::RSpecAdapter
end
describe Expector do
it "passes when message is received" do
expector = Expector.new
expector.expect(:foo)
expector.foo
end

it "fails when message is received" do
expector = Expector.new
expector.expect(:foo)
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb --format doc
Then
the exit status should be 1
And
the output should contain "2 examples, 1 failure"
And
the output should contain "fails when message is received (FAILED - 1)"
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Custom formatters
RSpec ships with general purpose output formatters. You can tell RSpec which one to use using the -format command line option () .
When RSpec's built-in output formatters don't, however, give you everything you need, you can write your
own custom formatter and tell RSpec to use that one instead. The simplest way is to subclass RSpec's
BaseTextFormatter, and then override just the methods that you want to modify.

Scenarios
custom formatter
Given
a file named "custom_formatter.rb" with:
require "rspec/core/formatters/base_text_formatter"
class CustomFormatter < RSpec::Core::Formatters::BaseTextFormatter
def initialize(output)
super(output)
end
def example_started(proxy)
output << "example: " << proxy.description
end
end

And
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
describe "my group" do
specify "my example" do
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb --require ./custom_formatter.rb --format CustomFormatter
Then
the output should contain "example: my example"
And
the exit status should be 0
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Text formatter
In order to easily see the result of running my specs As an RSpec user I want clear, concise, well-formatted
output

Scenarios
Backtrace formatting for failing specs in multiple files
Given
a file named "string_spec.rb" with:
describe String do
it "has a failing example" do
"foo".reverse.should eq("ofo")
end
end

And
a file named "integer_spec.rb" with:
describe Integer do
it "has a failing example" do
(7 + 5).should eq(11)
end
end

When
I run rspec integer_spec.rb string_spec.rb
Then
the backtrace-normalized output should contain:
Failures:
1) Integer has a failing example
Failure/Error: (7 + 5).should eq(11)
expected: 11
got: 12
(compared using ==)
# ./integer_spec.rb:3
2) String has a failing example

Failure/Error: "foo".reverse.should eq("ofo")
expected: "ofo"
got: "oof"
(compared using ==)
# ./string_spec.rb:3
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Arbitrary file suffix
Scenarios
.spec
Given
a file named "a.spec" with:
describe "something" do
it "does something" do
3.should eq(3)
end
end

When
I run rspec a.spec
Then
the examples should all pass
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RSpec Expectations 2.11
rspec-expectations is used to define expected outcomes.
describe Account do
it "has a balance of zero when first created" do
Account.new.balance.should eq(Money.new(0))
end
end

Basic structure
The basic structure of an rspec expectation is:
actual.should matcher(expected)
actual.should_not matcher(expected)

should and should_not
rspec-expectations adds should and should_not to every object in the system. These methods each
accept a matcher as an argument. This allows each matcher to work in a positive or negative mode:
5.should eq(5)
5.should_not eq(4)

What is a matcher?
A Matcher is any object that responds to the following methods:
matches?(actual)
failure_message_for_should

These methods are also part of the matcher protocol, but are optional:
does_not_match?(actual)
failure_message_for_should_not
description

RSpec ships with a number of built-in matchers and a DSL for writing custom matchers.

Issues
The documentation for rspec-expectations is a work in progress. We'll be adding Cucumber features over

The documentation for rspec-expectations is a work in progress. We'll be adding Cucumber features over
time, and clarifying existing ones. If you have specific features you'd like to see added, find the existing
documentation incomplete or confusing, or, better yet, wish to write a missing Cucumber feature yourself,
please submit an issue (http://github.com/rspec/rspec-expectations/issues) or a pull request
(http://github.com/rspec/rspec-expectations) .
Topics
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Upgrade
Changelog
customized message
diffing
implicit docstrings
Syntax Configuration
Built in matchers
Custom matchers
Test frameworks
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Customized message
RSpec tries to provide useful failure messages, but for cases in which you want more specific information,
you can define your own message right in the example. This works for any matcher other than the operator
matchers.

Scenarios
customize failure message
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
describe Array do
context "when created with `new`" do
it "is empty" do
array = Array.new
array << 1 # trigger a failure to demonstrate the message
array.should be_empty, "expected empty array, got #{array.inspect}"
end
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb --format documentation
Then
the output should contain "expected empty array, got [1]"
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Diffing
When appropriate, failure messages will automatically include a diff.

Scenarios
1.
2.
3.
4.

diff for a multiline string
diff for a multiline string and a regexp
no diff for a single line strings
no diff for numbers

diff for a multiline string
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
describe "a multiline string" do
it "is like another string" do
expected = <<-EXPECTED
this is the
expected
string
EXPECTED
actual = <<-ACTUAL
this is the
actual
string
ACTUAL
actual.should eq(expected)
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain:
Diff:
@@ -1,4 +1,4 @@
this is the
-

expected

+

actual
string

diff for a multiline string and a regexp
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
describe "a multiline string" do
it "is like another string" do
expected = /expected/m
actual = <<-ACTUAL
this is the
actual
string
ACTUAL
actual.should =~ expected
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain:
Diff:
@@ -1,2 +1,4 @@
-/expected/m
+this is the
+

actual

+

string

no diff for a single line strings
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
describe "a single line string" do
it "is like another string" do
expected = "this string"
actual

= "that string"

actual.should eq(expected)
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the output should not contain "Diff:"

no diff for numbers
Given

Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
describe "a number" do
it "is like another number" do
1.should eq(2)
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the output should not contain "Diff:"
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Implicit docstrings
As an RSpec user I want examples to generate their own names So that I can reduce duplication between
example names and example code

Scenarios
run passing examples
Given
a file named "implicit_docstrings_spec.rb" with:
describe "Examples with no docstrings generate their own:" do
specify { 3.should be < 5 }
specify { [1,2,3].should include(2) }
specify { [1,2,3].should respond_to(:size) }
end

When
I run rspec ./implicit_docstrings_spec.rb -fdoc
Then
the output should contain "should be < 5"
And
the output should contain "should include 2"
And
the output should contain "should respond to #size"

run failing examples
Given
a file named "failing_implicit_docstrings_spec.rb" with:
describe "Failing examples with no descriptions" do
# description is auto-generated as "should equal(5)" based on the last #should
it do
3.should equal(2)
5.should equal(5)
end

it { 3.should be > 5 }
it { [1,2,3].should include(4) }
it { [1,2,3].should_not respond_to(:size) }
end

When
I run rspec ./failing_implicit_docstrings_spec.rb -fdoc
Then
the output should contain "should equal 2"
And
the output should contain "should be > 5"
And
the output should contain "should include 4"
And
the output should contain "should not respond to #size"
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Built in matchers
Built-in Matchers
Here is a list of matchers that ship with rspec-expectations. Each matcher can be used with should or
should_not e.g.
result.should eq(3)
list.should_not be_empty

Object identity
actual.should be(expected) # passes if actual.equal?(expected)

Object equivalence
actual.should eq(expected) # passes if actual == expected

Optional APIs for identity/equivalence
actual.should == expected

# passes if actual == expected

actual.should eql(expected)

# passes if actual.eql?(expected)

actual.should equal(expected) # passes if actual.equal?(expected)
# NOTE: this can't work in Ruby 1.8, so we don't support it at all:
#

actual.should != expected

# The reason is that Ruby 1.8 parses it as:
#

!(actual.should.==(expected)),

# so by the time RSpec sees it it has no way to know that it's
# been negated. Use either of these instead:
#

actual.should_not eq(expected)

#

actual.should_not == expected

Comparisons
actual.should be >

expected

actual.should be >= expected
actual.should be <= expected
actual.should be <

expected

actual.should =~ /expression/

actual.should match(/expression/)
actual.should be_within(delta).of(expected)

Types/classes
actual.should be_instance_of(expected)
actual.should be_kind_of(expected)

Truthiness and existentialism
actual.should be_true

# passes if actual is truthy (not nil or false)

actual.should be_false # passes if actual is falsy (nil or false)
actual.should be_nil

# passes if actual is nil

actual.should be

# passes if actual is truthy (not nil or false)

Expecting errors
expect { ... }.to raise_error
expect { ... }.to raise_error(ErrorClass)
expect { ... }.to raise_error("message")
expect { ... }.to raise_error(ErrorClass, "message")

Expecting throws
expect { ... }.to throw_symbol
expect { ... }.to throw_symbol(:symbol)
expect { ... }.to throw_symbol(:symbol, 'value')

Predicate matchers
actual.should be_xxx

# passes if actual.xxx?

actual.should have_xxx(:arg) # passes if actual.has_xxx?(:arg)

Examples
[].should be_empty # passes because [].empty? returns true
{ :a => 1 }.should have_key(:a) # passes because the hash has the key :a

Collection membership
actual.should include(expected)

Examples

[1,2,3].should include(1)
[1,2,3].should include(1, 2)
{:a => 'b'}.should include(:a => 'b')
"this string".should include("is str")

Ranges (1.9 only)
(1..10).should cover(3)

Topics
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

"be" matchers
be_within matcher
equality matchers
exist matcher
expect change
raise_error matcher
have(n).items matcher
include matcher
match matcher
operator matchers
predicate matchers
respond_to matcher
satisfy matcher
throw_symbol matcher
specify types of objects
yield matchers
cover matcher
end_with matcher
start_with matcher
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"Be" matchers
There are several related "be" matchers:
obj.should be_true

# passes if obj is truthy (not nil or false)

obj.should be_false # passes if obj is falsy (nil or false)
obj.should be_nil

# passes if obj is nil

obj.should be

# passes if obj is truthy (not nil or false)

Scenarios
1.
2.
3.
4.

be_true matcher
be_false matcher
be_nil matcher
be matcher

be_true matcher
Given
a file named "be_true_spec.rb" with:
describe "be_true matcher" do
specify { true.should be_true }
specify { 7.should be_true }
specify { "foo".should be_true }
specify { nil.should_not be_true }
specify { false.should_not be_true }
# deliberate failures
specify { true.should_not be_true }
specify { 7.should_not be_true }
specify { "foo".should_not be_true }
specify { nil.should be_true }
specify { false.should be_true }
end

When
I run rspec be_true_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "10 examples, 5 failures"
And
the output should contain:
expected: non-true value

expected: non-true value
got: true

And
the output should contain:
expected: non-true value
got: 7

And
the output should contain:
expected: non-true value
got: "foo"

And
the output should contain:
expected: true value
got: nil

And
the output should contain:
expected: true value
got: false

be_false matcher
Given
a file named "be_false_spec.rb" with:
describe "be_false matcher" do
specify { nil.should be_false }
specify { false.should be_false }
specify { true.should_not be_false }
specify { 7.should_not be_false }
specify { "foo".should_not be_false }
# deliberate failures
specify { nil.should_not be_false }
specify { false.should_not be_false }
specify { true.should be_false }
specify { 7.should be_false }
specify { "foo".should be_false }
end

When
I run rspec be_false_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "10 examples, 5 failures"

the output should contain "10 examples, 5 failures"
And
the output should contain:
expected: non-false value
got: nil

And
the output should contain:
expected: non-false value
got: false

And
the output should contain:
expected: false value
got: true

And
the output should contain:
expected: false value
got: 7

And
the output should contain:
expected: false value
got: "foo"

be_nil matcher
Given
a file named "be_nil_spec.rb" with:
describe "be_nil matcher" do
specify { nil.should be_nil }
specify { false.should_not be_nil }
specify { true.should_not be_nil }
specify { 7.should_not be_nil }
specify { "foo".should_not be_nil }
# deliberate failures
specify { nil.should_not be_nil }
specify { false.should be_nil }
specify { true.should be_nil }
specify { 7.should be_nil }
specify { "foo".should be_nil }
end

When
I run rspec be_nil_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "10 examples, 5 failures"
And
the output should contain:
expected: not nil
got: nil

And
the output should contain:
expected: nil
got: false

And
the output should contain:
expected: nil
got: true

And
the output should contain:
expected: nil
got: 7

And
the output should contain:
expected: nil
got: "foo"

be matcher
Given
a file named "be_spec.rb" with:
describe "be_matcher" do
specify { true.should be }
specify { 7.should be }
specify { "foo".should be }
specify { nil.should_not be }
specify { false.should_not be }
# deliberate failures
specify { true.should_not be }
specify { 7.should_not be }

specify { "foo".should_not be }
specify { nil.should be }
specify { false.should be }
end

When
I run rspec be_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain all of these:
10 examples, 5 failures
expected true to evaluate to false
expected 7 to evaluate to false
expected "foo" to evaluate to false
expected nil to evaluate to true
expected false to evaluate to true
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Be_within matcher
Normal equality expectations do not work well for floating point values. Consider this irb session:
> radius = 3
=> 3
> area_of_circle = radius * radius * Math::PI
=> 28.2743338823081
> area_of_circle == 28.2743338823081
=> false

Instead, you should use the be_within matcher to check that the value is within a delta of your expected
value:
area_of_circle.should be_within(0.1).of(28.3)

Note that the difference between the actual and expected values must be smaller than your delta; if it is
equal, the matcher will fail.

Scenarios
basic usage
Given
a file named "be_within_matcher_spec.rb" with:
describe 27.5 do
it { should be_within(0.5).of(27.9) }
it { should be_within(0.5).of(28.0) }
it { should be_within(0.5).of(27.1) }
it { should be_within(0.5).of(27.0) }
it { should_not be_within(0.5).of(28.1) }
it { should_not be_within(0.5).of(26.9) }
# deliberate failures
it { should_not be_within(0.5).of(28) }
it { should_not be_within(0.5).of(27) }
it { should be_within(0.5).of(28.1) }
it { should be_within(0.5).of(26.9) }
end

When
I run rspec be_within_matcher_spec.rb

Then
the output should contain all of these:
10 examples, 4 failures
expected 27.5 not to be within 0.5 of 28
expected 27.5 not to be within 0.5 of 27
expected 27.5 to be within 0.5 of 28.1
expected 27.5 to be within 0.5 of 26.9
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Equality matchers
Ruby exposes several different methods for handling equality:
a.equal?(b) # object identity - a and b refer to the same object
a.eql?(b)

# object equivalence - a and b have the same value

a == b

# object equivalence - a and b have the same value with type conversions

Note that these descriptions are guidelines but are not forced by the language. Any object can implement
any of these methods with its own semantics.
rspec-expectations ships with matchers that align with each of these methods:
a.should equal(b) # passes if a.equal?(b)
a.should eql(b)

# passes if a.eql?(b)

a.should == b

# passes if a == b

It also ships with two matchers that have more of a DSL feel to them:
a.should be(b) # passes if a.equal?(b)
a.should eq(b) # passes if a == b

These are a useful pair if you wish to avoid the warning that Ruby emits on a.should == b

Scenarios
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

compare
compare
compare
compare
compare

using
using
using
using
using

eq (==)
==
eql (eql?)
equal (equal?)
be (equal?)

compare using eq (==)
Given
a file named "compare_using_eq.rb" with:
require 'spec_helper'
describe "a string" do
it "is equal to another string of the same value" do
"this string".should eq("this string")
end
it "is not equal to another string of a different value" do

it "is not equal to another string of a different value" do
"this string".should_not eq("a different string")
end
end
describe "an integer" do
it "is equal to a float of the same value" do
5.should eq(5.0)
end
end

When
I run rspec compare_using_eq.rb
Then
the output should contain "3 examples, 0 failures"

compare using ==
Given
a file named "compare_using_==.rb" with:
require 'spec_helper'
describe "a string" do
it "is equal to another string of the same value" do
"this string".should == "this string"
end
it "is not equal to another string of a different value" do
"this string".should_not == "a different string"
end
end
describe "an integer" do
it "is equal to a float of the same value" do
5.should == 5.0
end
end

When
I run rspec compare_using_==.rb
Then
the output should contain "3 examples, 0 failures"

compare using eql (eql?)
Given
a file named "compare_using_eql.rb" with:
require 'spec_helper'
describe "an integer" do

it "is equal to another integer of the same value" do
5.should eql(5)
end
it "is not equal to another integer of a different value" do
5.should_not eql(6)
end
it "is not equal to a float of the same value" do
5.should_not eql(5.0)
end
end

When
I run rspec compare_using_eql.rb
Then
the output should contain "3 examples, 0 failures"

compare using equal (equal?)
Given
a file named "compare_using_equal.rb" with:
require 'spec_helper'
describe "a string" do
it "is equal to itself" do
string = "this string"
string.should equal(string)
end
it "is not equal to another string of the same value" do
"this string".should_not equal("this string")
end
it "is not equal to another string of a different value" do
"this string".should_not equal("a different string")
end
end

When
I run rspec compare_using_equal.rb
Then
the output should contain "3 examples, 0 failures"

compare using be (equal?)
Given
a file named "compare_using_be.rb" with:

require 'spec_helper'
describe "a string" do
it "is equal to itself" do
string = "this string"
string.should be(string)
end
it "is not equal to another string of the same value" do
"this string".should_not be("this string")
end
it "is not equal to another string of a different value" do
"this string".should_not be("a different string")
end
end

When
I run rspec compare_using_be.rb
Then
the output should contain "3 examples, 0 failures"
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Exist matcher
The exist matcher is used to specify that something exists (as indicated by #exist? or #exists?):
obj.should exist # passes if obj.exist? or obj.exists?

Scenarios
basic usage
Given
a file named "exist_matcher_spec.rb" with:
class Planet
attr_reader :name
def initialize(name)
@name = name
end
def inspect
"<Planet: #{name}>"
end
def exist? # also works with exists?
%w[Mercury Venus Earth Mars Jupiter Saturn Uranus Neptune].include?(name)
end
end
describe "Earth" do
let(:earth) { Planet.new("Earth") }
specify { earth.should exist }
specify { earth.should_not exist } # deliberate failure
end
describe "Tatooine" do
let(:tatooine) { Planet.new("Tatooine") }
it { tatooine.should exist } # deliberate failure
it { tatooine.should_not exist }
end

When
I run rspec exist_matcher_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain all of these:

4 examples, 2 failures
expected <Planet: Earth> not to exist
expected <Planet: Tatooine> to exist
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Expect change
Expect the execution of a block of code to change the state of an object.

Background
Given
a file named "lib/counter.rb" with:
class Counter
class << self
def increment
@count ||= 0
@count += 1
end
def count
@count ||= 0
end
end
end

Scenarios
expect change
Given
a file named "spec/example_spec.rb" with:
require "counter"
describe Counter, "#increment" do
it "should increment the count" do
expect { Counter.increment }.to change{Counter.count}.from(0).to(1)
end
# deliberate failure
it "should increment the count by 2" do
expect { Counter.increment }.to change{Counter.count}.by(2)
end
end

When
I run rspec spec/example_spec.rb

I run rspec spec/example_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "1 failure"
Then
the output should contain "should have been changed by 2, but was changed by 1"

expect no change
Given
a file named "spec/example_spec.rb" with:
require "counter"
describe Counter, "#increment" do
it "should not increment the count by 1 (using to_not)" do
expect { Counter.increment }.to_not change{Counter.count}
end
it "should not increment the count by 1 (using not_to)" do
expect { Counter.increment }.not_to change{Counter.count}
end
end

When
I run rspec spec/example_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "2 failures"
Then
the output should contain "should not have changed, but did change from 1 to 2"
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Raise_error matcher
Use the raise_error matcher to specify that a block of code raises an error. The most basic form passes if
any error is thrown:
expect { raise StandardError }.to raise_error

You can use raise_exception instead if you prefer that wording:
expect { 3 / 0 }.to raise_exception

raise_error and raise_exception are functionally interchangeable, so use the one that makes the most
sense to you in any given context.
In addition to the basic form, above, there are a number of ways to specify details of an error/exception:
expect { raise "oops" }.to raise_error
expect { raise "oops" }.to raise_error(RuntimeError)
expect { raise "oops" }.to raise_error("oops")
expect { raise "oops" }.to raise_error(/op/)
expect { raise "oops" }.to raise_error(RuntimeError, "oops")
expect { raise "oops" }.to raise_error(RuntimeError, /op/)

Scenarios
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

expect any error
expect specific error
match message with a string
match message with a regexp
match type + message with string
match type + message with regexp
set expectations on error object passed to block
expect no occurence of a specific error
expect no error at all

expect any error
Given
a file named "example_spec" with:
describe "calling a missing method" do
it "raises" do
expect { Object.new.foo }.to raise_error
end

end

When
I run rspec example_spec
Then
the example should pass

expect specific error
Given
a file named "example_spec" with:
describe "calling a missing method" do
it "raises" do
expect { Object.new.foo }.to raise_error(NameError)
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec
Then
the example should pass

match message with a string
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
describe "matching error message with string" do
it "matches the error message" do
expect { raise StandardError, 'this message exactly'}.
to raise_error('this message exactly')
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the example should pass

match message with a regexp
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
describe "matching error message with regex" do
it "matches the error message" do
expect { raise StandardError, "my message" }.
to raise_error(/my mess/)
end

end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the example should pass

match type + message with string
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
describe "matching error message with string" do
it "matches the error message" do
expect { raise StandardError, 'this message exactly'}.
to raise_error(StandardError, 'this message exactly')
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the example should pass

match type + message with regexp
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
describe "matching error message with regex" do
it "matches the error message" do
expect { raise StandardError, "my message" }.
to raise_error(StandardError, /my mess/)
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the example should pass

set expectations on error object passed to block
Given
a file named "example_spec" with:
describe "#foo" do
it "raises NameError" do
expect { Object.new.foo }.to raise_error { |error|
error.should be_a(NameError)

error.should be_a(NameError)
}
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec
Then
the example should pass

expect no occurence of a specific error
Given
a file named "example_spec" with:
describe Object, "#public_instance_methods" do
it "does not raise" do
expect { Object.public_instance_methods }.
to_not raise_error(NameError)
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec
Then
the example should pass

expect no error at all
Given
a file named "example_spec" with:
describe "#to_s" do
it "does not raise" do
expect { Object.new.to_s }.to_not raise_error
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec
Then
the example should pass
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Have(n).items matcher
RSpec provides several matchers that make it easy to set expectations about the size of a collection. There
are three basic forms:
collection.should have(x).items
collection.should have_at_least(x).items
collection.should have_at_most(x).items
In addition, #have_exactly is provided as an alias to #have.
These work on any collection-like object--the object just needs to respond to #size or #length (or both).
When the matcher is called directly on a collection object, the #items call is pure syntactic sugar. You can
use anything you want here. These are equivalent:
collection.should have(x).items
collection.should have(x).things
You can also use this matcher on a non-collection object that returns a collection from one of its methods.
For example, Dir#entries returns an array, so you could set an expectation using the following:
Dir.new("my/directory").should have(7).entries

Scenarios
have(x).items on a collection
Given
a file named "have_items_spec.rb" with:
describe [1, 2, 3] do
it { should have(3).items }
it { should_not have(2).items }
it { should_not have(4).items }
it { should have_exactly(3).items }
it { should_not have_exactly(2).items }
it { should_not have_exactly(4).items }
it { should have_at_least(2).items }
it { should have_at_most(4).items }
# deliberate failures
it { should_not have(3).items }
it { should have(2).items }
it { should have(4).items }
it { should_not have_exactly(3).items }

it { should have_exactly(2).items }
it { should have_exactly(4).items }
it { should have_at_least(4).items }
it { should have_at_most(2).items }
end

When
I run rspec have_items_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "16 examples, 8 failures"
And
the output should contain "expected target not to have 3 items, got 3"
And
the output should contain "expected 2 items, got 3"
And
the output should contain "expected 4 items, got 3"
And
the output should contain "expected at least 4 items, got 3"
And
the output should contain "expected at most 2 items, got 3"

have(x).words on a String when String#words is defined
Given
a file named "have_words_spec.rb" with:
class String
def words
split(' ')
end
end
describe "a sentence with some words" do
it { should have(5).words }
it { should_not have(4).words }
it { should_not have(6).words }
it { should have_exactly(5).words }
it { should_not have_exactly(4).words }
it { should_not have_exactly(6).words }
it { should have_at_least(4).words }
it { should have_at_most(6).words }
# deliberate failures
it { should_not have(5).words }
it { should have(4).words }
it { should have(6).words }
it { should_not have_exactly(5).words }
it { should have_exactly(4).words }

it { should have_exactly(4).words }
it { should have_exactly(6).words }
it { should have_at_least(6).words }
it { should have_at_most(4).words }
end

When
I run rspec have_words_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "16 examples, 8 failures"
And
the output should contain "expected target not to have 5 words, got 5"
And
the output should contain "expected 4 words, got 5"
And
the output should contain "expected 6 words, got 5"
And
the output should contain "expected at least 6 words, got 5"
And
the output should contain "expected at most 4 words, got 5"
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Include matcher
Use the include matcher to specify that a collection includes one or more expected objects. This works on
any object that responds to #include? (such as a string or array):
"a string".should include("a") "a string".should include("str") "a string".should include("str", "g") "a
string".should_not include("foo")
[1, 2].should include(1) [1, 2].should include(1, 2) [1, 2].should_not include(17)
The matcher also provides flexible handling for hashes:
{:a => 1, :b => 2}.should include(:a) {:a => 1, :b => 2}.should include(:a, :b) {:a => 1, :b => 2}.should
include(:a => 1) {:a => 1, :b => 2}.should include(:b => 2, :a => 1) {:a => 1, :b => 2}.shouldnot
include(:c) {:a => 1, :b => 2}.shouldnot include(:a => 2) {:a => 1, :b => 2}.should_not include(:c => 3)

Scenarios
1. array usage
2. string usage
3. hash usage

array usage
Given
a file named "array_include_matcher_spec.rb" with:
describe [1, 3, 7] do
it { should include(1) }
it { should include(3) }
it { should include(7) }
it { should include(1, 7) }
it { should include(1, 3, 7) }
it { should_not include(17) }
it { should_not include(43, 100) }
# deliberate failures
it { should include(4) }
it { should_not include(1) }
it { should_not include(3) }
it { should_not include(7) }
it { should_not include(1, 3, 7) }
# both of these should fail since it includes 1 but not 9
it { should include(1, 9) }
it { should_not include(1, 9) }
end

When

When
I run rspec array_include_matcher_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain all of these:
14 examples, 7 failures
expected [1, 3, 7] to include 4
expected [1, 3, 7] not to include 1
expected [1, 3, 7] not to include 3
expected [1, 3, 7] not to include 7
expected [1, 3, 7] not to include 1, 3, and 7
expected [1, 3, 7] to include 1 and 9
expected [1, 3, 7] not to include 1 and 9

string usage
Given
a file named "string_include_matcher_spec.rb" with:
describe "a string" do
it { should include("str") }
it { should include("a", "str", "ng") }
it { should_not include("foo") }
it { should_not include("foo", "bar") }
# deliberate failures
it { should include("foo") }
it { should_not include("str") }
it { should include("str", "foo") }
it { should_not include("str", "foo") }
end

When
I run rspec string_include_matcher_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain all of these:
8 examples, 4 failures
expected "a string" to include "foo"
expected "a string" not to include "str"
expected "a string" to include "str" and "foo"
expected "a string" not to include "str" and "foo"

hash usage
Given

Given
a file named "hash_include_matcher_spec.rb" with:
describe Hash do
subject { { :a => 7, :b => 5 } }
it { should include(:a) }
it { should include(:b, :a) }
it { should include(:a => 7) }
it { should include(:b => 5, :a => 7) }
it { should_not include(:c) }
it { should_not include(:c, :d) }
it { should_not include(:d => 2) }
it { should_not include(:a => 5) }
it { should_not include(:b => 7, :a => 5) }
# deliberate failures
it { should_not include(:a) }
it { should_not include(:b, :a) }
it { should_not include(:a => 7) }
it { should_not include(:a => 7, :b => 5) }
it { should include(:c) }
it { should include(:c, :d) }
it { should include(:d => 2) }
it { should include(:a => 5) }
it { should include(:a => 5, :b => 7) }
# Mixed cases--the hash includes one but not the other.
# All 4 of these cases should fail.
it { should include(:a, :d) }
it { should_not include(:a, :d) }
it { should include(:a => 7, :d => 3) }
it { should_not include(:a => 7, :d => 3) }
end

When
I run rspec hash_include_matcher_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "13 failure"
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Match matcher
The match matcher calls #match on the object, passing if #match returns a truthy (not false or nil) value.
Regexp and String both provide a #match method.
"a string".should match(/str/) # passes "a string".should match(/foo/) # fails /foo/.should match("food") #
passes /foo/.should match("drinks") # fails
This is equivalent to using the =~ matcher (see the operator matchers feature for more details).

Scenarios
string usage
Given
a file named "string_match_spec.rb" with:
describe "a string" do
it { should match(/str/) }
it { should_not match(/foo/) }
# deliberate failures
it { should_not match(/str/) }
it { should match(/foo/) }
end

When
I run rspec string_match_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain all of these:
4 examples, 2 failures
expected "a string" not to match /str/
expected "a string" to match /foo/

regular expression usage
Given
a file named "regexp_match_spec.rb" with:
describe /foo/ do
it { should match("food") }
it { should_not match("drinks") }

# deliberate failures
it { should_not match("food") }
it { should match("drinks") }
end

When
I run rspec regexp_match_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain all of these:
4 examples, 2 failures
expected /foo/ not to match "food"
expected /foo/ to match "drinks"
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Operator matchers
RSpec provides a number of matchers that are based on Ruby's built-in operators. These pretty much work
like you expect. For example, each of these pass:
7.should == 7
[1, 2, 3].should == [1, 2, 3]
"this is a string".should =~ /^this/
"this is a string".should_not =~ /^that/
String.should === "this is a string"

You can also use comparison operators combined with the "be" matcher like this:
37.should be < 100
37.should be <= 38
37.should be >= 2
37.should be > 7

RSpec also provides a =~ matcher for arrays that disregards differences in the ording between the actual and
expected array. For example:
[1, 2, 3].should =~ [2, 3, 1] # pass
[:a, :c, :b].should =~ [:a, :c] # fail

Scenarios
1. numeric operator matchers
2. string operator matchers
3. array operator matchers

numeric operator matchers
Given
a file named "numeric_operator_matchers_spec.rb" with:
describe 18 do
it { should == 18 }
it { should be < 20 }
it { should be > 15 }
it { should be <= 19 }
it { should be >= 17 }
it { should_not == 28 }

# deliberate failures
it { should == 28 }
it { should be < 15 }
it { should be > 20 }
it { should be <= 17 }
it { should be >= 19 }
it { should_not == 18 }
end

When
I run rspec numeric_operator_matchers_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "12 examples, 6 failures"
And
the output should contain:
Failure/Error: it { should == 28 }
expected: 28
got: 18 (using ==)

And
the output should contain:
Failure/Error: it { should be < 15 }
expected: < 15
got:

18

And
the output should contain:
Failure/Error: it { should be > 20 }
expected: > 20
got:

18

And
the output should contain:
Failure/Error: it { should be <= 17 }
expected: <= 17
got:

18

And
the output should contain:
Failure/Error: it { should be >= 19 }
expected: >= 19
got:

18

And
the output should contain:

the output should contain:
Failure/Error: it { should_not == 18 }
expected not: == 18
got:

18

string operator matchers
Given
a file named "string_operator_matchers_spec.rb" with:
describe "Strawberry" do
it { should == "Strawberry" }
it { should be < "Tomato" }
it { should be > "Apple" }
it { should be <= "Turnip" }
it { should be >= "Banana" }
it { should =~ /berry/ }
it { should_not == "Peach" }
it { should_not =~ /apple/ }
it "reports that it is a string using ===" do
String.should === subject
end
# deliberate failures
it { should == "Peach" }
it { should be < "Cranberry" }
it { should be > "Zuchini" }
it { should be <= "Potato" }
it { should be >= "Tomato" }
it { should =~ /apple/ }
it { should_not == "Strawberry" }
it { should_not =~ /berry/ }
it "fails a spec asserting that it is a symbol" do
Symbol.should === subject
end
end

When
I run rspec string_operator_matchers_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "18 examples, 9 failures"
And
the output should contain:
Failure/Error: it { should == "Peach" }
expected: "Peach"
got: "Strawberry" (using ==)

And
the output should contain:
Failure/Error: it { should be < "Cranberry" }
expected: < "Cranberry"
got:

"Strawberry"

And
the output should contain:
Failure/Error: it { should be > "Zuchini" }
expected: > "Zuchini"
got:

"Strawberry"

And
the output should contain:
Failure/Error: it { should be <= "Potato" }
expected: <= "Potato"
got:

"Strawberry"

And
the output should contain:
Failure/Error: it { should be >= "Tomato" }
expected: >= "Tomato"
got:

"Strawberry"

And
the output should contain:
Failure/Error: it { should =~ /apple/ }
expected: /apple/
got: "Strawberry" (using =~)

And
the output should contain:
Failure/Error: it { should_not == "Strawberry" }
expected not: == "Strawberry"
got:

"Strawberry"

And
the output should contain:
Failure/Error: it { should_not =~ /berry/ }
expected not: =~ /berry/
got:

And

"Strawberry"

And
the output should contain:
Failure/Error: Symbol.should === subject
expected: "Strawberry"
got: Symbol (using ===)

array operator matchers
Given
a file named "array_operator_matchers_spec.rb" with:
describe [1, 2, 3] do
it { should == [1, 2, 3] }
it { should_not == [1, 3, 2] }
it { should =~ [1, 2, 3] }
it { should =~ [1, 3, 2] }
it { should =~ [2, 1, 3] }
it { should =~ [2, 3, 1] }
it { should =~ [3, 1, 2] }
it { should =~ [3, 2, 1] }
# deliberate failures
it { should_not == [1, 2, 3] }
it { should == [1, 3, 2] }
it { should =~ [1, 2, 1] }
end

When
I run rspec array_operator_matchers_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "11 examples, 3 failures"
And
the output should contain:
Failure/Error: it { should_not == [1, 2, 3] }
expected not: == [1, 2, 3]
got:

[1, 2, 3]

And
the output should contain:
Failure/Error: it { should == [1, 3, 2] }
expected: [1, 3, 2]
got: [1, 2, 3] (using ==)

And
the output should contain:
Failure/Error: it { should =~ [1, 2, 1] }

Failure/Error: it { should =~ [1, 2, 1] }
expected collection contained:

[1, 1, 2]

actual collection contained:

[1, 2, 3]

the missing elements were:

[1]

the extra elements were:

[3]
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Predicate matchers
Ruby objects commonly provide predicate methods:
7.zero?

# => false

0.zero?

# => true

[1].empty?

# => false

[].empty?

# => true

{ :a => 5 }.has_key?(:b) # => false
{ :b => 5 }.has_key?(:b) # => true

You could use a basic equality matcher to set expectations on these:
7.zero?.should == true # fails with "expected true, got false (using ==)"

...but RSpec provides dynamic predicate matchers that are more readable and provide better failure output.
For any predicate method, RSpec gives you a corresponding matcher. Simply prefix the method with "be_"
and remove the question mark. Examples:
7.should_not be_zero

# calls 7.zero?

[].should be_empty

# calls [].empty?

x.should be_multiple_of(3) # calls x.multiple_of?(3)

Alternately, for a predicate method that begins with "has" like Hash#haskey?, RSpec allows you to use an
alternate form since "behaskey" makes no sense.
hash.should have_key(:foo)

# calls hash.has_key?(:foo)

array.should_not have_odd_values # calls array.has_odd_values?

In either case, RSpec provides nice, clear error messages, such as:
expected zero? to return true, got false

Any arguments passed to the matcher will be passed on to the predicate method.

Scenarios
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

should be_zero (based on Fixnum#zero?)
should_not be_empty (based on Array#empty?)
should have_key (based on Hash#has_key?)
should_not have_all_string_keys (based on custom #has_all_string_keys? method)
matcher arguments are passed on to the predicate method

should be_zero (based on Fixnum#zero?)
Given
a file named "should_be_zero_spec.rb" with:
describe 0 do
it { should be_zero }
end
describe 7 do
it { should be_zero } # deliberate failure
end

When
I run rspec should_be_zero_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "2 examples, 1 failure"
And
the output should contain "expected zero? to return true, got false"

should_not be_empty (based on Array#empty?)
Given
a file named "should_not_be_empty_spec.rb" with:
describe [1, 2, 3] do
it { should_not be_empty }
end
describe [] do
it { should_not be_empty } # deliberate failure
end

When
I run rspec should_not_be_empty_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "2 examples, 1 failure"
And
the output should contain "expected empty? to return false, got true"

should have_key (based on Hash#has_key?)
Given
a file named "should_have_key_spec.rb" with:
describe Hash do
subject { { :foo => 7 } }
it { should have_key(:foo) }
it { should have_key(:bar) } # deliberate failure
end

When
I run rspec should_have_key_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "2 examples, 1 failure"
And
the output should contain "expected #has_key?(:bar) to return true, got false"

should_not have_all_string_keys (based on custom #has_all_string_keys? method)
Given
a file named "should_not_have_all_string_keys_spec.rb" with:
class Hash
def has_all_string_keys?
keys.all? { |k| String === k }
end
end
describe Hash do
context 'with symbol keys' do
subject { { :foo => 7, :bar => 5 } }
it { should_not have_all_string_keys }
end
context 'with string keys' do
subject { { 'foo' => 7, 'bar' => 5 } }
it { should_not have_all_string_keys } # deliberate failure
end
end

When
I run rspec should_not_have_all_string_keys_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "2 examples, 1 failure"
And
the output should contain "expected #has_all_string_keys? to return false, got true"

matcher arguments are passed on to the predicate method
Given
a file named "predicate_matcher_argument_spec.rb" with:
class Fixnum
def multiple_of?(x)
(self % x).zero?
end
end
describe 12 do
it { should be_multiple_of(3) }

it { should_not be_multiple_of(7) }
# deliberate failures
it { should_not be_multiple_of(4) }
it { should be_multiple_of(5) }
end

When
I run rspec predicate_matcher_argument_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "4 examples, 2 failures"
And
the output should contain "expected multiple_of?(4) to return false, got true"
And
the output should contain "expected multiple_of?(5) to return true, got false"
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Respond_to matcher
Use the respond_to matcher to specify details of an object's interface. In its most basic form:
obj.should respondto(:foo) # pass if obj.respondto?(:foo)
You can specify that an object responds to multiple messages in a single statement with multiple arguments
passed to the matcher:
obj.should respondto(:foo, :bar) # passes if obj.respondto?(:foo) && obj.respond_to?(:bar)
If the number of arguments accepted by the method is important to you, you can specify that as well:
obj.should respondto(:foo).with(1).argument obj.should respondto(:bar).with(2).arguments
Note that this matcher relies entirely upon #respondto?. If an object dynamically responds to a message via
#methodmissing, but does not indicate this via #respond_to?, then this matcher will give you false results.

Scenarios
basic usage
Given
a file named "respond_to_matcher_spec.rb" with:
describe "a string" do
it { should respond_to(:length) }
it { should respond_to(:hash, :class, :to_s) }
it { should_not respond_to(:to_model) }
it { should_not respond_to(:compact, :flatten) }
# deliberate failures
it { should respond_to(:to_model) }
it { should respond_to(:compact, :flatten) }
it { should_not respond_to(:length) }
it { should_not respond_to(:hash, :class, :to_s) }
# mixed examples--String responds to :length but not :flatten
# both specs should fail
it { should respond_to(:length, :flatten) }
it { should_not respond_to(:length, :flatten) }
end

When
I run rspec respond_to_matcher_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain all of these:
10 examples, 6 failures

expected "a string" to respond to :to_model
expected "a string" to respond to :compact, :flatten
expected "a string" not to respond to :length
expected "a string" not to respond to :hash, :class, :to_s
expected "a string" to respond to :flatten
expected "a string" not to respond to :length

specify arguments
Given
a file named "respond_to_matcher_argument_checking_spec.rb" with:
describe 7 do
it { should respond_to(:zero?).with(0).arguments }
it { should_not respond_to(:zero?).with(1).argument }
it { should respond_to(:between?).with(2).arguments }
it { should_not respond_to(:between?).with(7).arguments }
# deliberate failures
it { should respond_to(:zero?).with(1).argument }
it { should_not respond_to(:zero?).with(0).arguments }
it { should respond_to(:between?).with(7).arguments }
it { should_not respond_to(:between?).with(2).arguments }
end

When
I run rspec respond_to_matcher_argument_checking_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain all of these:
8 examples, 4 failures
expected 7 to respond to :zero? with 1 argument
expected 7 not to respond to :zero? with 0 arguments
expected 7 to respond to :between? with 7 arguments
expected 7 not to respond to :between? with 2 arguments
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Satisfy matcher
The satisfy matcher is extremely flexible and can handle almost anything you want to specify. It passes if
the block you provide returns true:
10.should satisfy { |v| v % 5 == 0 } 7.should_not satisfy { |v| v % 5 == 0 }
This flexibility comes at a cost, however: the failure message ("expected [actual] to satisfy block") is not very
descriptive or helpful. You will usually be better served by using one of the other built-in matchers, or writing
a custom matcher.

Scenarios
basic usage
Given
a file named "satisfy_matcher_spec.rb" with:
describe 10 do
it { should satisfy { |v| v > 5 } }
it { should_not satisfy { |v| v > 15 } }
# deliberate failures
it { should_not satisfy { |v| v > 5 } }
it { should satisfy { |v| v > 15 } }
end

When
I run rspec satisfy_matcher_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain all of these:
4 examples, 2 failures
expected 10 not to satisfy block
expected 10 to satisfy block
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Throw_symbol matcher
The throw_symbol matcher is used to specify that a block of code throws a symbol. The most basic form
passes if any symbol is thrown:
expect { throw :foo }.to throw_symbol
You'll often want to specify that a particular symbol is thrown:
expect { throw :foo }.to throw_symbol(:foo)
If you care about the additional argument given to throw, you can specify that as well:
expect { throw :foo, 7 }.to throw_symbol(:foo, 7)

Scenarios
1. basic usage
2. specify thrown symbol
3. specify thrown symbol and argument

basic usage
Given
a file named "throw_symbol_matcher_spec.rb" with:
describe "throw" do
specify { expect { throw :foo

}.to

throw_symbol }

specify { expect { throw :bar, 7 }.to

throw_symbol }

specify { expect { 5 + 5

}.to_not throw_symbol }

# deliberate failures
specify { expect { throw :foo

}.to_not throw_symbol }

specify { expect { throw :bar, 7 }.to_not throw_symbol }
specify { expect { 5 + 5

}.to

throw_symbol }

end

When
I run rspec throw_symbol_matcher_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain all of these:
6 examples, 3 failures
expected no Symbol to be thrown, got :foo
expected no Symbol to be thrown, got :bar
expected a Symbol to be thrown, got nothing

specify thrown symbol
Given
a file named "throw_symbol_matcher_spec.rb" with:
describe "throw symbol" do
specify { expect { throw :foo

}.to

throw_symbol(:foo) }

specify { expect { throw :foo, 7 }.to

throw_symbol(:foo) }

specify { expect { 5 + 5

}.to_not throw_symbol(:foo) }

specify { expect { throw :bar

}.to_not throw_symbol(:foo) }

# deliberate failures
specify { expect { throw :foo

}.to_not throw_symbol(:foo) }

specify { expect { throw :foo, 7 }.to_not throw_symbol(:foo) }
specify { expect { 5 + 5

}.to

throw_symbol(:foo) }

specify { expect { throw :bar

}.to

throw_symbol(:foo) }

end

When
I run rspec throw_symbol_matcher_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain all of these:
8 examples, 4 failures
expected :foo not to be thrown, got :foo
expected :foo not to be thrown, got :foo with 7
expected :foo to be thrown, got nothing
expected :foo to be thrown, got :bar

specify thrown symbol and argument
Given
a file named "throw_symbol_argument_matcher_spec.rb" with:
describe "throw symbol with argument" do
specify { expect { throw :foo, 7 }.to

throw_symbol(:foo, 7) }

specify { expect { throw :foo, 8 }.to_not throw_symbol(:foo, 7) }
specify { expect { throw :bar, 7 }.to_not throw_symbol(:foo, 7) }
specify { expect { throw :foo

}.to_not throw_symbol(:foo, 7) }

# deliberate failures
specify { expect { throw :foo, 7 }.to_not throw_symbol(:foo, 7) }
specify { expect { throw :foo, 8 }.to

throw_symbol(:foo, 7) }

specify { expect { throw :bar, 7 }.to

throw_symbol(:foo, 7) }

specify { expect { throw :foo

throw_symbol(:foo, 7) }

}.to

end

When
I run rspec throw_symbol_argument_matcher_spec.rb

Then
the output should contain all of these:
8 examples, 4 failures
expected :foo with 7 not to be thrown, got :foo with 7
expected :foo with 7 to be thrown, got :foo with 8
expected :foo with 7 to be thrown, got :bar
expected :foo with 7 to be thrown, got :foo with no argument
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Specify types of objects
rspec-expectations includes two matchers to specify types of objects:
obj.should bekindof(type): calls obj.kind_of?(type), which returns true if type is in obj's class hierarchy or
is a module and is included in a class in obj's class hierarchy.
obj.should beinstanceof(type): calls obj.instance_of?(type), which returns true if and only if type if obj's
class.
Both of these matchers have aliases:
obj.should
obj.should
obj.should
obj.should

beakindof(type) # same as obj.should bekind_of(type)
bea(type) # same as obj.should bekind_of(type)
bean(type) # same as obj.should bekind_of(type)
beaninstanceof(type) # same as obj.should beinstance_of(type)

Scenarios
be_(a_)kind_of matcher
Given
a file named "be_kind_of_matcher_spec.rb" with:
module MyModule; end
class Fixnum
include MyModule
end
describe 17 do
# the actual class
it { should be_kind_of(Fixnum) }
it { should be_a_kind_of(Fixnum) }
it { should be_a(Fixnum) }
# the superclass
it { should be_kind_of(Integer) }
it { should be_a_kind_of(Integer) }
it { should be_an(Integer) }
# an included module
it { should be_kind_of(MyModule) }
it { should be_a_kind_of(MyModule) }
it { should be_a(MyModule) }
# negative passing case
it { should_not be_kind_of(String) }

it { should_not be_kind_of(String) }
it { should_not be_a_kind_of(String) }
it { should_not be_a(String) }
# deliberate failures
it { should_not be_kind_of(Fixnum) }
it { should_not be_a_kind_of(Fixnum) }
it { should_not be_a(Fixnum) }
it { should_not be_kind_of(Integer) }
it { should_not be_a_kind_of(Integer) }
it { should_not be_an(Integer) }
it { should_not be_kind_of(MyModule) }
it { should_not be_a_kind_of(MyModule) }
it { should_not be_a(MyModule) }
it { should be_kind_of(String) }
it { should be_a_kind_of(String) }
it { should be_a(String) }
end

When
I run rspec be_kind_of_matcher_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain all of these:
24 examples, 12 failures
expected 17 not to be a kind of Fixnum
expected 17 not to be a kind of Integer
expected 17 not to be a kind of MyModule
expected 17 to be a kind of String

be_(an_)instance_of matcher
Given
a file named "be_instance_of_matcher_spec.rb" with:
module MyModule; end
class Fixnum
include MyModule
end
describe 17 do
# the actual class
it { should be_instance_of(Fixnum) }
it { should be_an_instance_of(Fixnum) }
# the superclass
it { should_not be_instance_of(Integer) }
it { should_not be_an_instance_of(Integer) }
# an included module

it { should_not be_instance_of(MyModule) }
it { should_not be_an_instance_of(MyModule) }
# another class with no relation to the subject's hierarchy
it { should_not be_instance_of(String) }
it { should_not be_an_instance_of(String) }
# deliberate failures
it { should_not be_instance_of(Fixnum) }
it { should_not be_an_instance_of(Fixnum) }
it { should be_instance_of(Integer) }
it { should be_an_instance_of(Integer) }
it { should be_instance_of(MyModule) }
it { should be_an_instance_of(MyModule) }
it { should be_instance_of(String) }
it { should be_an_instance_of(String) }
end

When
I run rspec be_instance_of_matcher_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain all of these:
16 examples, 8 failures
expected 17 not to be an instance of Fixnum
expected 17 to be an instance of Integer
expected 17 to be an instance of MyModule
expected 17 to be an instance of String
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Cover matcher
Use the cover matcher to specify that a range covers one or more expected objects. This works on any object
that responds to #cover? (such as a Range):
(1..10).should cover(5) (1..10).should cover(4, 6) (1..10).should_not cover(11)

Scenarios
range usage
Given
a file named "range_cover_matcher_spec.rb" with:
describe (1..10) do
it { should cover(4) }
it { should cover(6) }
it { should cover(8) }
it { should cover(4, 6) }
it { should cover(4, 6, 8) }
it { should_not cover(11) }
it { should_not cover(11, 12) }
# deliberate failures
it { should cover(11) }
it { should_not cover(4) }
it { should_not cover(6) }
it { should_not cover(8) }
it { should_not cover(4, 6, 8) }
# both of these should fail since it covers 5 but not 11
it { should cover(5, 11) }
it { should_not cover(5, 11) }
end

When
I run rspec range_cover_matcher_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain all of these:
14 examples, 7 failures
expected 1..10 to cover 11
expected 1..10 not to cover 4
expected 1..10 not to cover 6

expected 1..10 not to cover 8
expected 1..10 not to cover 4, 6, and 8
expected 1..10 to cover 5 and 11
expected 1..10 not to cover 5 and 11
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Custom matchers
Topics
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

define matcher
define diffable matcher
define matcher with fluent interface
access running example
define matcher outside rspec
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Define matcher
In order to express my domain clearly in my code examples As an RSpec user I want a shortcut to define
custom matchers

Scenarios
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

define a matcher with default messages
overriding the failure_message_for_should
overriding the failure_message_for_should_not
overriding the description
with no args
with multiple args
with helper methods
scoped in a module
scoped in an example group
matcher with separate logic for should and should_not
use define_method to create a helper method with access to matcher params
include a module with helper methods in the matcher

define a matcher with default messages
Given
a file named "matcher_with_default_message_spec.rb" with:
require 'rspec/expectations'
RSpec::Matchers.define :be_a_multiple_of do |expected|
match do |actual|
actual % expected == 0
end
end
describe 9 do
it {should be_a_multiple_of(3)}
end
describe 9 do
it {should_not be_a_multiple_of(4)}
end
# fail intentionally to generate expected output
describe 9 do
it {should be_a_multiple_of(4)}
end

# fail intentionally to generate expected output
describe 9 do
it {should_not be_a_multiple_of(3)}
end

When
I run rspec ./matcher_with_default_message_spec.rb --format documentation
Then
the exit status should not be 0
And
the output should contain "should be a multiple of 3"
And
the output should contain "should not be a multiple of 4"
And
the output should contain "Failure/Error: it {should be_a_multiple_of(4)}"
And
the output should contain "Failure/Error: it {should_not be_a_multiple_of(3)}"
And
the output should contain "4 examples, 2 failures"
And
the output should contain "expected 9 to be a multiple of 4"
And
the output should contain "expected 9 not to be a multiple of 3"

overriding the failure_message_for_should
Given
a file named "matcher_with_failure_message_spec.rb" with:
require 'rspec/expectations'
RSpec::Matchers.define :be_a_multiple_of do |expected|
match do |actual|
actual % expected == 0
end
failure_message_for_should do |actual|
"expected that #{actual} would be a multiple of #{expected}"
end
end
# fail intentionally to generate expected output
describe 9 do
it {should be_a_multiple_of(4)}
end

When
I run rspec ./matcher_with_failure_message_spec.rb
Then
the exit status should not be 0
And

And
the stdout should contain "1 example, 1 failure"
And
the stdout should contain "expected that 9 would be a multiple of 4"

overriding the failure_message_for_should_not
Given
a file named "matcher_with_failure_for_message_spec.rb" with:
require 'rspec/expectations'
RSpec::Matchers.define :be_a_multiple_of do |expected|
match do |actual|
actual % expected == 0
end
failure_message_for_should_not do |actual|
"expected that #{actual} would not be a multiple of #{expected}"
end
end
# fail intentionally to generate expected output
describe 9 do
it {should_not be_a_multiple_of(3)}
end

When
I run rspec ./matcher_with_failure_for_message_spec.rb
Then
the exit status should not be 0
And
the stdout should contain "1 example, 1 failure"
And
the stdout should contain "expected that 9 would not be a multiple of 3"

overriding the description
Given
a file named "matcher_overriding_description_spec.rb" with:
require 'rspec/expectations'
RSpec::Matchers.define :be_a_multiple_of do |expected|
match do |actual|
actual % expected == 0
end
description do
"be multiple of #{expected}"
end
end
describe 9 do

describe 9 do
it {should be_a_multiple_of(3)}
end
describe 9 do
it {should_not be_a_multiple_of(4)}
end

When
I run rspec ./matcher_overriding_description_spec.rb --format documentation
Then
the exit status should be 0
And
the stdout should contain "2 examples, 0 failures"
And
the stdout should contain "should be multiple of 3"
And
the stdout should contain "should not be multiple of 4"

with no args
Given
a file named "matcher_with_no_args_spec.rb" with:
require 'rspec/expectations'
RSpec::Matchers.define :have_7_fingers do
match do |thing|
thing.fingers.length == 7
end
end
class Thing
def fingers; (1..7).collect {"finger"}; end
end
describe Thing do
it {should have_7_fingers}
end

When
I run rspec ./matcher_with_no_args_spec.rb --format documentation
Then
the exit status should be 0
And
the stdout should contain "1 example, 0 failures"
And
the stdout should contain "should have 7 fingers"

with multiple args

with multiple args
Given
a file named "matcher_with_multiple_args_spec.rb" with:
require 'rspec/expectations'
RSpec::Matchers.define :be_the_sum_of do |a,b,c,d|
match do |sum|
a + b + c + d == sum
end
end
describe 10 do
it {should be_the_sum_of(1,2,3,4)}
end

When
I run rspec ./matcher_with_multiple_args_spec.rb --format documentation
Then
the exit status should be 0
And
the stdout should contain "1 example, 0 failures"
And
the stdout should contain "should be the sum of 1, 2, 3, and 4"

with helper methods
Given
a file named "matcher_with_internal_helper_spec.rb" with:
require 'rspec/expectations'
RSpec::Matchers.define :have_same_elements_as do |sample|
match do |actual|
similar?(sample, actual)
end
def similar?(a, b)
a.sort == b.sort
end
end
describe "these two arrays" do
specify "should be similar" do
[1,2,3].should have_same_elements_as([2,3,1])
end
end

When
I run rspec ./matcher_with_internal_helper_spec.rb
Then
the exit status should be 0

the exit status should be 0
And
the stdout should contain "1 example, 0 failures"

scoped in a module
Given
a file named "scoped_matcher_spec.rb" with:
require 'rspec/expectations'
module MyHelpers
extend RSpec::Matchers::DSL
matcher :be_just_like do |expected|
match {|actual| actual == expected}
end
end
describe "group with MyHelpers" do
include MyHelpers
it "has access to the defined matcher" do
5.should be_just_like(5)
end
end
describe "group without MyHelpers" do
it "does not have access to the defined matcher" do
expect do
5.should be_just_like(5)
end.to raise_exception
end
end

When
I run rspec ./scoped_matcher_spec.rb
Then
the stdout should contain "2 examples, 0 failures"

scoped in an example group
Given
a file named "scoped_matcher_spec.rb" with:
require 'rspec/expectations'
describe "group with matcher" do
matcher :be_just_like do |expected|
match {|actual| actual == expected}
end
it "has access to the defined matcher" do
5.should be_just_like(5)

5.should be_just_like(5)
end
describe "nested group" do
it "has access to the defined matcher" do
5.should be_just_like(5)
end
end
end
describe "group without matcher" do
it "does not have access to the defined matcher" do
expect do
5.should be_just_like(5)
end.to raise_exception
end
end

When
I run rspec scoped_matcher_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "3 examples, 0 failures"

matcher with separate logic for should and should_not
Given
a file named "matcher_with_separate_should_not_logic_spec.rb" with:
RSpec::Matchers.define :contain do |*expected|
match_for_should do |actual|
expected.all? { |e| actual.include?(e) }
end
match_for_should_not do |actual|
expected.none? { |e| actual.include?(e) }
end
end
describe [1, 2, 3] do
it { should contain(1, 2) }
it { should_not contain(4, 5, 6) }
# deliberate failures
it { should contain(1, 4) }
it { should_not contain(1, 4) }
end

When
I run rspec matcher_with_separate_should_not_logic_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain all of these:
4 examples, 2 failures

4 examples, 2 failures
expected [1, 2, 3] to contain 1 and 4
expected [1, 2, 3] not to contain 1 and 4

use define_method to create a helper method with access to matcher params
Given
a file named "define_method_spec.rb" with:
RSpec::Matchers.define :be_a_multiple_of do |expected|
define_method :is_multiple? do |actual|
actual % expected == 0
end
match { |actual| is_multiple?(actual) }
end
describe 9 do
it { should be_a_multiple_of(3) }
it { should_not be_a_multiple_of(4) }
# deliberate failures
it { should be_a_multiple_of(2) }
it { should_not be_a_multiple_of(3) }
end

When
I run rspec define_method_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain all of these:
4 examples, 2 failures
expected 9 to be a multiple of 2
expected 9 not to be a multiple of 3

include a module with helper methods in the matcher
Given
a file named "include_module_spec.rb" with:
module MatcherHelpers
def is_multiple?(actual, expected)
actual % expected == 0
end
end
RSpec::Matchers.define :be_a_multiple_of do |expected|
include MatcherHelpers
match { |actual| is_multiple?(actual, expected) }
end

describe 9 do
it { should be_a_multiple_of(3) }
it { should_not be_a_multiple_of(4) }
# deliberate failures
it { should be_a_multiple_of(2) }
it { should_not be_a_multiple_of(3) }
end

When
I run rspec include_module_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain all of these:
4 examples, 2 failures
expected 9 to be a multiple of 2
expected 9 not to be a multiple of 3
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Define diffable matcher
When a matcher is defined as diffable, and the --diff flag is set, the output will include a diff of the submitted
objects.

Scenarios
define a diffable matcher
Given
a file named "diffable_matcher_spec.rb" with:
RSpec::Matchers.define :be_just_like do |expected|
match do |actual|
actual == expected
end
diffable
end
describe "this" do
it {should be_just_like("that")}
end

When
I run rspec ./diffable_matcher_spec.rb --diff
Then
the exit status should not be 0
And
the output should contain "should be just like that"
And
the output should contain "Diff:\n@@ -1,2 +1,2 @@\n-that\n+this"
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Define matcher with fluent interface
Use the chain() method to define matchers with a fluent interface.

Scenarios
chained method with argumetn
Given
a file named "between_spec.rb" with:
RSpec::Matchers.define :be_bigger_than do |first|
match do |actual|
(actual > first) && (actual < @second)
end
chain :but_smaller_than do |second|
@second = second
end
end
describe 5 do
it { should be_bigger_than(4).but_smaller_than(6) }
end

When
I run rspec between_spec.rb --format documentation
Then
the output should contain "1 example, 0 failures"
And
the output should contain "should be bigger than 4"
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Access running example
In order to take advantage of services that are available in my examples when I'm writing matchers As a
spec author I want to call methods on the running example
If the method exists in the context of the example, it gets called. If not, a NoMethodError is raised on the
Matcher itself (not the example).

Scenarios
call method defined on example from matcher
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
RSpec::Matchers.define :bar do
match do |_|
foo == "foo"
end
end
describe "something" do
def foo
"foo"
end
it "does something" do
"foo".should bar
end
end

When
I run rspec ./example_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "1 example, 0 failures"

call method _not_ defined on example from matcher
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
RSpec::Matchers.define :bar do
match do |_|
foo == "foo"
end

end
end
describe "something" do
it "does something" do
"foo".should bar
end
end

When
I run rspec ./example_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "1 example, 1 failure"
And
the output should contain "undefined local variable"
And
the output should contain "RSpec::Matchers::DSL::Matcher"
And
the output should not contain "ExampleGroup"
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Define matcher outside rspec
In order to express my domain clearly in my code examples As a non-rspec user I want a shortcut to define
custom matchers

Scenarios
define a matcher with default messages
Given
a file named "test_multiples.rb" with:
require "rspec/expectations"
require "test/unit"
RSpec::Matchers.define :be_a_multiple_of do |expected|
match do |actual|
actual % expected == 0
end
end
class Test::Unit::TestCase
include RSpec::Matchers
end
class TestMultiples < Test::Unit::TestCase
def test_9_should_be_a_multiple_of_3
9.should be_a_multiple_of(3)
end
def test_9_should_be_a_multiple_of_4
9.should be_a_multiple_of(4)
end
end

When
I run ruby test_multiples.rb
Then
the exit status should not be 0
And
the output should contain "expected 9 to be a multiple of 4"
And

the output should contain "2 tests, 0 assertions, 0 failures, 1 errors"
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Test::Unit integration
RSpec-expectations is a stand-alone gem that can be used without the rest of RSpec. It can easily be used
with another test framework such as Test::Unit if you like RSpec's should/should_not syntax but prefer the
test organization of another framework.

Scenarios
Basic Test::Unit usage
Given
a file named "rspec_expectations_test.rb" with:
require 'test/unit'
require 'rspec/expectations'
class RSpecExpectationsTest < Test::Unit::TestCase
RSpec::Matchers.define :be_an_integer do
match { |actual| Integer === actual }
end
def be_an_int
RSpec.deprecate(:be_an_int, :be_an_integer)
be_an_integer
end
def test_passing_expectation
x = 1 + 3
x.should == 4
end
def test_failing_expectation
array = [1, 2]
array.should be_empty
end
def test_expect_matcher
expect { @a = 5 }.to change { @a }.from(nil).to(5)
end
def test_custom_matcher_and_deprecation_warning
1.should be_an_int
end
end

When

When
I run ruby rspec_expectations_test.rb
Then
the output should contain "4 tests, 0 assertions, 1 failures, 0 errors" or "4 tests, 0 assertions, 0 failures, 1
errors"
And
the output should contain "expected empty? to return true, got false"
And
the output should contain "be_an_int is deprecated"
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RSpec Mocks 2.11
rspec-mocks helps to control the context in a code example by letting you set known return values, fake
implementations of methods, and even expectations that specific messages are received by an object.
You can do these three things on test doubles that rspec-mocks creates for you on the fly, or you can do
them on objects that are part of your system.

Messages and Methods
Message and method are metaphors that we use somewhat interchangeably, but they are subtly different.
In Object Oriented Programming, objects communicate by sending messages to one another. When an
object receives a message, it invokes a method with the same name as the message.

Test Doubles
A test double is an object that stands in for another object in your system during a code example. Use the
double method to create one:
double_account = double("Account")

You can also use the mock and stub methods to create test doubles, however these methods are there for
backward compatibility only and will likely be deprecated and then removed from future versions.

Method Stubs
A method stub is an instruction to an object (real or test double) to return a known value in response to a
message:
die.stub(:roll) { 3 }

This tells the die object to return the value 3 when it receives the roll message.

Message Expectations
A message expectation is an expectation that an object should receive a specific message during the course
of a code example:
describe Account do
context "when closed" do
it "logs an 'account closed' message" do
logger = double()
account = Account.new
account.logger = logger
logger.should_receive(:account_closed).with(account)

account.close
end
end
end

This example specifies that the account object sends the logger the account_closed message (with itself
as an argument) when it receives the close message.

Issues
The documentation for rspec-mocks is a work in progress. We'll be adding Cucumber features over time, and
clarifying existing ones. If you have specific features you'd like to see added, find the existing
documentation incomplete or confusing, or, better yet, wish to write a missing Cucumber feature yourself,
please submit an issue (http://github.com/rspec/rspec-mocks/issues) or a pull request (http://github.com/rspec/rspecmocks) .
Topics
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Upgrade
Scope
Changelog
Method stubs
Message expectations
Argument matchers
Stubbing constants
Outside rspec
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Method stubs
Stub return values
# create a double
obj = double()
# specify a return value
obj.stub(:message) { :value }
obj.stub(:message => :value)
obj.stub(:message).and_return(:value)

These forms are somewhat interchangeable. The difference is that the block contents are evaluated lazily
when the obj receives the message message, whereas the others are evaluated as they are read.
Fake implementation
obj.stub(:message) do |arg1, arg2|
# set expectations about the args in this block
# and/or set a return value
end

Raising/Throwing
obj.stub(:message).and_raise("this error")
obj.stub(:message).and_throw(:this_symbol)

You can also use the block format:
obj.stub(:message) { raise "this error" }
obj.stub(:message) { throw :this_symbol }

Argument constraints
Explicit arguments
obj.stub(:message).with('an argument') { ... }
obj.stub(:message).with('more_than', 'one_argument') { ... }

Argument matchers
obj.stub(:message).with(anything()) { ... }
obj.stub(:message).with(an_instance_of(Money)) { ... }
obj.stub(:message).with(hash_including(:a => 'b')) { ... }

Regular expressions
obj.stub(:message).with(/abc/) { ... }

Topics
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

stub with a simple return value
stub with substitute implementation
stub a chain of methods
stub on any instance of a class
as_null_object
double handling to_ary
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Stub with a simple return value
Use the stub method on a test double or a real object to tell the object to return a value (or values) in
response to a given message. Nothing happens if the message is never received.

Scenarios
stub with no return value
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
describe "a stub with no return value specified" do
let(:collaborator) { double("collaborator") }
it "returns nil" do
collaborator.stub(:message)
collaborator.message.should be(nil)
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass

stubs with return values
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
describe "a stub with a return value" do
context "specified in a block" do
it "returns the specified value" do
collaborator = double("collaborator")
collaborator.stub(:message) { :value }
collaborator.message.should eq(:value)
end
end
context "specified with #and_return" do
it "returns the specified value" do
collaborator = double("collaborator")
collaborator.stub(:message).and_return(:value)

collaborator.stub(:message).and_return(:value)
collaborator.message.should eq(:value)
end
end
context "specified with a hash passed to #stub" do
it "returns the specified value" do
collaborator = double("collaborator")
collaborator.stub(:message_1 => :value_1, :message_2 => :value_2)
collaborator.message_1.should eq(:value_1)
collaborator.message_2.should eq(:value_2)
end
end
context "specified with a hash passed to #double" do
it "returns the specified value" do
collaborator = double("collaborator",
:message_1 => :value_1,
:message_2 => :value_2
)
collaborator.message_1.should eq(:value_1)
collaborator.message_2.should eq(:value_2)
end
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass
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Stub with substitute implementation
You can stub an implementation of a method (a.k.a. fake) by passing a block to the stub method.

Scenarios
stub implementation
Given
a file named "stub_implementation_spec.rb" with:
describe "a stubbed implementation" do
it "works" do
object = Object.new
object.stub(:foo) do |arg|
if arg == :this
"got this"
elsif arg == :that
"got that"
end
end
object.foo(:this).should eq("got this")
object.foo(:that).should eq("got that")
end
end

When
I run rspec stub_implementation_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "1 example, 0 failures"
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Stub a chain of methods
Use the stub_chain method to stub a chain of two or more methods in one statement. Method chains are
considered a design smell, but it's not really the method chain itself that is the problem - it's the
dependency chain represented by a chain of messages to different objects:
foo.get_bar.get_baz

This is a Law of Demeter violation if get_bar returns an object other than foo, and get_baz returns yet
another object.
Fluent interfaces look similar from a caller's perspective, but don't represent a dependency chain (the caller
depends only on the object it is calling). Consider this common example from Ruby on Rails:
Article.recent.by(current_user)

The recent and by methods return the same object, so this is not a Law of Demeter violation.

Scenarios
stub a chain of methods
Given
a file named "stub_chain_spec.rb" with:
describe "stubbing a chain of methods" do
subject { Object.new }
context "given symbols representing methods" do
it "returns the correct value" do
subject.stub_chain(:one, :two, :three).and_return(:four)
subject.one.two.three.should eq(:four)
end
end
context "given a hash at the end" do
it "returns the correct value" do
subject.stub_chain(:one, :two, :three => :four)
subject.one.two.three.should eq(:four)
end
end
context "given a string of methods separated by dots" do
it "returns the correct value" do
subject.stub_chain("one.two.three").and_return(:four)

subject.stub_chain("one.two.three").and_return(:four)
subject.one.two.three.should eq(:four)
end
end
end

When
I run rspec stub_chain_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass
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Stub on any instance of a class
Use any_instance.stub on a class to tell any instance of that class to return a value (or values) in response
to a given message. If no instance receives the message, nothing happens.
Messages can be stubbed on any class, including those in Ruby's core library.

Scenarios
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

any_instance stub with a single return value
any_instance stub with a hash
any_instance stub with specific arguments matchers
any_instance unstub
any_instance unstub
stub a chain of methods an any instance

any_instance stub with a single return value
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
describe "any_instance.stub" do
it "returns the specified value on any instance of the class" do
Object.any_instance.stub(:foo).and_return(:return_value)
o = Object.new
o.foo.should eq(:return_value)
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass

any_instance stub with a hash
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
describe "any_instance.stub" do
context "with a hash" do
it "returns the hash values on any instance of the class" do
Object.any_instance.stub(:foo => 'foo', :bar => 'bar')

o = Object.new
o.foo.should eq('foo')
o.bar.should eq('bar')
end
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass

any_instance stub with specific arguments matchers
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
describe "any_instance.stub" do
context "with arguments" do
it "returns the stubbed value when arguments match" do
Object.any_instance.stub(:foo).with(:param_one, :param_two).and_return(:result_one)
Object.any_instance.stub(:foo).with(:param_three, :param_four).and_return(:result_two)
o = Object.new
o.foo(:param_one, :param_two).should eq(:result_one)
o.foo(:param_three, :param_four).should eq(:result_two)
end
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass

any_instance unstub
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
describe "any_instance.unstub" do
it "unstubs a stubbed method" do
class Object
def foo
:foo
end
end
Object.any_instance.stub(:foo)
Object.any_instance.unstub(:foo)

Object.new.foo.should eq(:foo)
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass

any_instance unstub
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
describe "any_instance.unstub" do
context "with both an expectation and a stub already set" do
it "only removes the stub" do
class Object
def foo
:foo
end
end
Object.any_instance.should_receive(:foo).and_return(:bar)
Object.any_instance.stub(:foo)
Object.any_instance.unstub(:foo)
Object.new.foo.should eq(:bar)
end
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass

stub a chain of methods an any instance
Given
a file named "stub_chain_spec.rb" with:
describe "stubbing a chain of methods" do
context "given symbols representing methods" do
it "returns the correct value" do
Object.any_instance.stub_chain(:one, :two, :three).and_return(:four)
Object.new.one.two.three.should eq(:four)
end
end
context "given a hash at the end" do
it "returns the correct value" do
Object.any_instance.stub_chain(:one, :two, :three => :four)

Object.any_instance.stub_chain(:one, :two, :three => :four)
Object.new.one.two.three.should eq(:four)
end
end
context "given a string of methods separated by dots" do
it "returns the correct value" do
Object.any_instance.stub_chain("one.two.three").and_return(:four)
Object.new.one.two.three.should eq(:four)
end
end
end

When
I run rspec stub_chain_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass
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As_null_object
Use the as_null_object method to ignore any messages that aren't explicitly set as stubs or message
expectations.
EXCEPTION: to_ary will raise a NoMethodError unless explicitly stubbed in order to support flatten on an
Array containing a double.

Scenarios
double acting as_null_object
Given
a file named "as_null_object_spec.rb" with:
describe "a double with as_null_object called" do
let(:null_object) { double('null object').as_null_object }
it "responds to any method that is not defined" do
null_object.should respond_to(:an_undefined_method)
end
it "allows explicit stubs" do
null_object.stub(:foo) { "bar" }
null_object.foo.should eq("bar")
end
it "allows explicit expectations" do
null_object.should_receive(:something)
null_object.something
end
it "supports Array#flatten" do
[null_object].flatten.should eq([null_object])
end
end

When
I run rspec as_null_object_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass
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Double handling to_ary
Ruby implicitly sends to_ary to all of the objects in an Array when the array receives flatten:
[obj].flatten # => obj.to_ary

If to_ary raises a NoMethodError, Ruby sees that the object can not be coerced into an array and moves on
to the next object.
To support this, an RSpec double will raise a NoMethodError when it receives to_ary even if it is set
as_null_object, unless to_ary is explicitly stubbed.

Scenarios
double receiving to_ary
Given
a file named "example.rb" with:
describe "#to_ary" do
shared_examples "to_ary" do
it "raises a NoMethodError" do
expect { obj.to_ary }.to raise_error(NoMethodError)
end
it "can be overridden with a stub" do
obj.stub(:to_ary) { :non_nil_value }
obj.to_ary.should be(:non_nil_value)
end
it "supports Array#flatten" do
obj = double('foo')
[obj].flatten.should eq([obj])
end
end
context "sent to a double as_null_object" do
let(:obj) { double('obj').as_null_object }
include_examples "to_ary"
end
context "sent to a double without as_null_object" do
let(:obj) { double('obj') }
include_examples "to_ary"
end
end

end

When
I run rspec example.rb
Then
the examples should all pass
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Message expectations
Basics
# create a double
obj = double()
# expect a message
obj.should_receive(:message)
# specify a return value
obj.should_receive(:message) { :value }
obj.should_receive(:message => :value)
obj.should_receive(:message).and_return(:value)

These forms are somewhat interchangeable. The difference is that the block contents are evaluated lazily
when the obj receives the message message, whereas the others are evaluated as they are read.
Fake implementation
obj.should_receive(:message) do |arg1, arg2|
# set expectations about the args in this block
# and set a return value
end

Raising/Throwing
obj.should_receive(:message).and_raise("this error")
obj.should_receive(:message).and_throw(:this_symbol)

You can also use the block format:
obj.should_receive(:message) { raise "this error" }
obj.should_receive(:message) { throw :this_symbol }

Argument constraints
Explicit arguments
obj.should_receive(:message).with('an argument')
obj.should_receive(:message).with('more_than', 'one_argument')

Argument matchers
obj.should_receive(:message).with(anything())

obj.should_receive(:message).with(anything())
obj.should_receive(:message).with(an_instance_of(Money))
obj.should_receive(:message).with(hash_including(:a => 'b'))

Regular expressions
obj.should_receive(:message).with(/abc/)

Counts
obj.should_receive(:message).once
obj.should_receive(:message).twice
obj.should_receive(:message).exactly(3).times
obj.should_receive(:message).at_least(:once)
obj.should_receive(:message).at_least(:twice)
obj.should_receive(:message).at_least(n).times
obj.should_receive(:message).at_most(:once)
obj.should_receive(:message).at_most(:twice)
obj.should_receive(:message).at_most(n).times

Ordering
obj.should_receive(:one).ordered
obj.should_receive(:two).ordered

Topics
1.
2.
3.
4.

expect a message
expect a message on any instance of a class
warn when expectation is set on nil
receive counts
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Expect a message
Use should_receive() to set an expectation that a receiver should receive a message before the example is
completed.

Scenarios
1. expect a message
2. expect a message with an argument
3. provide a return value

expect a message
Given
a file named "spec/account_spec.rb" with:
require "account"
describe Account do
context "when closed" do
it "logs an account closed message" do
logger = double("logger")
account = Account.new
account.logger = logger
logger.should_receive(:account_closed)
account.close
end
end
end

And
a file named "lib/account.rb" with:
class Account
attr_accessor :logger
def close
logger.account_closed
end
end

When
I run rspec spec/account_spec.rb

I run rspec spec/account_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "1 example, 0 failures"

expect a message with an argument
Given
a file named "spec/account_spec.rb" with:
require "account"
describe Account do
context "when closed" do
it "logs an account closed message" do
logger = double("logger")
account = Account.new
account.logger = logger
logger.should_receive(:account_closed).with(account)
account.close
end
end
end

And
a file named "lib/account.rb" with:
class Account
attr_accessor :logger
def close
logger.account_closed(self)
end
end

When
I run rspec spec/account_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "1 example, 0 failures"

provide a return value
Given
a file named "message_expectation_spec.rb" with:
describe "a message expectation" do
context "with a return value" do
context "specified in a block" do
it "returns the specified value" do
receiver = double("receiver")
receiver.should_receive(:message) { :return_value }

receiver.message.should eq(:return_value)
end
end
context "specified with and_return" do
it "returns the specified value" do
receiver = double("receiver")
receiver.should_receive(:message).and_return(:return_value)
receiver.message.should eq(:return_value)
end
end
end
end

When
I run rspec message_expectation_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "2 examples, 0 failures"
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Expect a message on any instance of a class
Use any_instance.should_receive to set an expectation that one (and only one) instance of a class
receives a message before the example is completed.
The spec will fail if no instance receives a message.

Scenarios
expect a message on any instance of a class
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
describe "any_instance.should_receive" do
it "verifies that one instance of the class receives the message" do
Object.any_instance.should_receive(:foo).and_return(:return_value)
o = Object.new
o.foo.should eq(:return_value)
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the examples should all pass
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Warn when expectation is set on nil
Scenarios
1. nil instance variable
2. allow
3. allow in one example, but not on another

nil instance variable
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
RSpec.configure {|c| c.mock_with :rspec}
describe "something" do
it "does something" do
@i_do_not_exist.should_receive(:foo)
@i_do_not_exist.foo
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "An expectation of :foo was set on nil"

allow
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
RSpec.configure {|c| c.mock_with :rspec}
describe "something" do
it "does something" do
allow_message_expectations_on_nil
nil.should_receive(:foo)
nil.foo
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the output should not contain "An expectation"

the output should not contain "An expectation"

allow in one example, but not on another
Given
a file named "example_spec.rb" with:
RSpec.configure {|c| c.mock_with :rspec}
describe "something" do
it "does something (foo)" do
allow_message_expectations_on_nil
nil.should_receive(:foo)
nil.foo
end
it "does something (bar)" do
nil.should_receive(:bar)
nil.bar
end
end

When
I run rspec example_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "An expectation of :bar"
And
the output should not contain "An expectation of :foo"
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Receive counts
Scenarios
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

expect
expect
expect
expect
expect
expect
expect

a
a
a
a
a
a
a

message
message
message
message
message
message
message

once
twice
3 times
at least (:once)
at least (n) times
at most (:once)
at most (n) times

expect a message once
Given
a file named "spec/account_spec.rb" with:
class Account
attr_accessor :logger
def open
logger.account_opened
end
end
describe Account do
context "when opened" do
it "logger#account_opened was called once" do
logger = double("logger")
account = Account.new
account.logger = logger
logger.should_receive(:account_opened).once
account.open
end
end
end

When
I run rspec spec/account_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "1 example, 0 failures"

expect a message twice

expect a message twice
Given
a file named "spec/account_spec.rb" with:
class Account
attr_accessor :logger
def open
logger.account_opened
end
end
describe Account do
context "when opened" do
it "logger#account_opened was called once" do
logger = double("logger")
account = Account.new
account.logger = logger
logger.should_receive(:account_opened).twice
account.open
account.open
end
end
end

When
I run rspec spec/account_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "1 example, 0 failures"

expect a message 3 times
Given
a file named "spec/account_spec.rb" with:
class Account
attr_accessor :logger
def open
logger.account_opened
end
end
describe Account do
context "when opened" do
it "logger#account_opened was called once" do
logger = double("logger")
account = Account.new
account.logger = logger
logger.should_receive(:account_opened).exactly(3).times

logger.should_receive(:account_opened).exactly(3).times
account.open
account.open
account.open
end
end
end

When
I run rspec spec/account_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "1 example, 0 failures"

expect a message at least (:once)
Given
a file named "spec/account_spec.rb" with:
class Account
attr_accessor :logger
def open
logger.account_opened
end
end
describe Account do
context "when opened" do
it "logger#account_opened was called once" do
logger = double("logger")
account = Account.new
account.logger = logger
logger.should_receive(:account_opened).at_least(:once)
account.open
end
end
end

When
I run rspec spec/account_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "1 example, 0 failures"

expect a message at least (n) times
Given
a file named "spec/account_spec.rb" with:
class Account

class Account
attr_accessor :logger
def open
logger.account_opened
end
end
describe Account do
context "when opened" do
it "logger#account_opened was called once" do
logger = double("logger")
account = Account.new
account.logger = logger
logger.should_receive(:account_opened).at_least(3).times
# Note that I am calling method under test 4 times
# and I specified it to be called at least 3 times
account.open
account.open
account.open
account.open
end
end
end

When
I run rspec spec/account_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "1 example, 0 failures"

expect a message at most (:once)
Given
a file named "spec/account_spec.rb" with:
class Account
attr_accessor :logger
def open
logger.account_opened
end
end
describe Account do
context "when opened" do
it "logger#account_opened was called once" do
logger = double("logger")
account = Account.new
account.logger = logger
logger.should_receive(:account_opened).at_most(:once)

account.open
account.open
end
end
end

When
I run rspec spec/account_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "expected: 1 time"
And
the output should contain "received: 2 times"

expect a message at most (n) times
Given
a file named "spec/account_spec.rb" with:
class Account
attr_accessor :logger
def open
logger.account_opened
end
end
describe Account do
context "when opened" do
it "logger#account_opened was called once" do
logger = double("logger")
account = Account.new
account.logger = logger
logger.should_receive(:account_opened).at_most(2).times
account.open
account.open
end
end
end

When
I run rspec spec/account_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "1 example, 0 failures"
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Argument matchers
Introduction
Argument matchers can be used:
In stubs to constrain the scope of the stubbed method
obj.stub(:foo).with(:bar) do |arg| #do something for :bar end obj.stub(:foo).with(:baz) do |arg| #do
something for :baz end
In expectations to validate the arguments that should be received in a method call
#create a double obj = double()
#expect a message with given args obj.should_receive(:message).with('an argument')
If more control is needed, one can use a block
obj.should_receive(:message) do |arg1,

arg2|

# set expectations about the args in this block
# and optionally set a return value
end

Topics
1. explicit arguments
2. General matchers
3. stub with argument constraints
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Explicit arguments
Allows you to explicitly specify the argument values

Scenarios
explicit arguments
Given
a file named "stub_explicit_args_spec.rb" with:
describe "stubbed explicit arguments" do
it "works on stubs" do
object = Object.new
object.stub(:foo).with(:this) do |arg|
"got this"
end
object.stub(:foo).with(:that) do |arg|
"got that"
end
object.foo(:this).should eq("got this")
object.foo(:that).should eq("got that")
end
it "works on doubles and expectations" do
object = double('foo')
object.should_receive(:bar).with(:foo)
object.bar(:foo)
end
end

When
I run rspec stub_explicit_args_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "2 examples, 0 failures"

explicit arguments with multiple arities
Given
a file named "stub_multiple_explicit_args_spec.rb" with:
describe "stubbed multiple explicit arguments" do

describe "stubbed multiple explicit arguments" do
it "works on stubs" do
object = Object.new
object.stub(:foo).with(:this) do |arg|
"got this"
end
object.stub(:foo).with(:this, :that) do |arg1, arg2|
"got this and that"
end
object.foo(:this).should eq("got this")
object.foo(:this, :that).should eq("got this and that")
end
it "works on mocks" do
object = double('foo')
object.should_receive(:foo).with(:this, :that)
object.foo(:this, :that)
end
end

When
I run rspec stub_multiple_explicit_args_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "2 examples, 0 failures"
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General matchers
The anything, any_args, and no_args matchers can be used to require the method to have arguments (or
not) without constraining the details of the argument, such as its type, pattern or value. The anything
matcher only reflects a single argument, while the any_args matcher matches any arity.

Scenarios
1.
2.
3.
4.

anything argument matcher
any_args argument matcher
no_args argument matcher
no_args argument matcher for expectations

anything argument matcher
Given
a file named "stub_anything_args_spec.rb" with:
describe "stubbed anything() args spec" do
it "works" do
object = Object.new
object.stub(:foo).with(anything) do
"anything"
end
object.foo(1).should eq("anything")
object.foo(:that).should eq("anything")
end
end

When
I run rspec stub_anything_args_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "1 example, 0 failures"

any_args argument matcher
Given
a file named "stub_any_args_spec.rb" with:
describe "stubbed any_args() args spec" do
it "works" do
object = Object.new
object.stub(:foo).with(any_args) do

"anything"
end
object.foo(1).should eq("anything")
object.foo(:that).should eq("anything")
object.foo.should eq("anything")
end
end

When
I run rspec stub_any_args_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "1 example, 0 failures"

no_args argument matcher
Given
a file named "stub_no_args_spec.rb" with:
describe "stubbed no_args() args spec" do
it "works for no args" do
object = Object.new
object.stub(:foo).with(no_args) do
"nothing"
end
object.stub(:foo).with(anything) do
"something"
end
object.foo(:that).should eq("something")
object.foo.should eq("nothing")
end
end

When
I run rspec stub_no_args_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "1 example, 0 failures"

no_args argument matcher for expectations
Given
a file named "stub_no_args_expectations_spec.rb" with:
describe "stubbed no_args() args spec for expectations" do
it "works for no args" do
object = Object.new
object.should_receive(:foo).with(no_args)
object.foo
end
it "fails for args" do

it "fails for args" do
object = Object.new
object.should_receive(:foo).with(no_args)
object.foo(:bar)
end
end

When
I run rspec stub_no_args_expectations_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "2 examples, 1 failure"
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Stub with argument constraints
You can further specify the behavior by constraining the type, format and/or number of arguments with the
#with() method chained off of #stub()

Scenarios
an_instance_of argument matcher
Given
a file named "stub_an_instance_of_args_spec.rb" with:
describe "stubbed an_instance_of() args spec" do
it "works" do
object = Object.new
object.stub(:foo).with(an_instance_of(Symbol)) do
"symbol"
end
object.stub(:foo).with(an_instance_of(String)) do
"string"
end
object.foo("bar").should eq("string")
object.foo(:that).should eq("symbol")
end
end

When
I run rspec stub_an_instance_of_args_spec.rb
Then
the output should contain "1 example, 0 failures"
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Configure any test framework to use rspec-mocks
Test frameworks that want to use rspec-mocks can use RSpec::Mocks::setup(self) to hook into rspec-mocks.
Doing so adds the following:
To the object passed to setup:
double # creates a test double
mock

# creates a test double

stub

# creates a test double

To every object in the system:
should_receive
should_not_receive
stub

In order to give control to the consuming framework, none of these facilities are added until
RSpec::Mocks::setup(self) is called. Simply requiring 'rspec/mocks' is not sufficient.
NOTICE: the stub() method that is added to the object passed to setup is not the same stub() method that is
added to every other object.

Scenarios
1. RSpec::Mocks::setup(object) adds double, mock, and stub methods to the submitted object
2. RSpec::Mocks::setup(anything) adds methods to Object
3. require "rspec/mocks" does not add methods to Object

RSpec::Mocks::setup(object) adds double, mock, and stub methods to the
submitted object
Given
a file named "foo.rb" with:
require 'rspec/mocks'
class CodeExample
def init
RSpec::Mocks::setup(self)
end
end
example = CodeExample.new
example.init

puts example.respond_to?(:double)
puts example.respond_to?(:mock)
puts example.respond_to?(:stub)

When
I run ruby foo.rb
Then
the output should contain "true"
But
the output should not contain "false"

RSpec::Mocks::setup(anything) adds methods to Object
Given
a file named "foo.rb" with:
require 'rspec/mocks'
RSpec::Mocks::setup(Object.new)
obj = Object.new
puts obj.respond_to?(:should_receive)
puts obj.respond_to?(:should_not_receive)
puts obj.respond_to?(:stub)

When
I run ruby foo.rb
Then
the output should contain "true"
But
the output should not contain "false"

require "rspec/mocks" does not add methods to Object
Given
a file named "foo.rb" with:
require 'rspec/mocks'
obj = Object.new
puts obj.respond_to?(:should_receive)
puts obj.respond_to?(:should_not_receive)
puts obj.respond_to?(:stub)

When
I run ruby foo.rb
Then
the output should contain "false"

But
the output should not contain "true"
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Standalone
require "rspec/mocks/standalone" to expose the mock framework outside the RSpec environment. This is
especially useful for exploring rspec-mocks in irb.

Scenarios
method stub outside rspec
Given
a file named "example.rb" with:
require "rspec/mocks/standalone"
greeter = double("greeter")
greeter.stub(:say_hi) { "Hello!" }
puts greeter.say_hi

When
I run ruby example.rb
Then
the output should contain "Hello!"

message expectation outside rspec
Given
a file named "example.rb" with:
require "rspec/mocks/standalone"
greeter = double("greeter")
greeter.should_receive(:say_hi)
RSpec::Mocks.verify

When
I run ruby example.rb
Then
the output should contain "say_hi(any args) (RSpec::Mocks::MockExpectationError)"
Then
the output should contain "expected: 1 time"
Then
the output should contain "received: 0 times"

the output should contain "received: 0 times"
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